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"SHUT
OFF
FROM
THE little nipa huts, thousands of them
world no street cars running no in the· poorer sections of the city,
'
'
They a.re little box-like ,tructures,
telephone
or telephone connections, with thatched walls and roofs Ht
only the autoi, of the brave (or are high up off the ground on polH,
t h e Y reckless?) Maria, our little maid, tellis us that
plowing through in her province when the typhoon
the rivers which comes "the roofs fly into the sky
we once called like birds." One wondered how
streets - it'll a many hundred such birds there
good time to en- were at that very moment.
joy talking to
*
*
.
friends far away,
"IF THE WARNING SIGNAL
since one can't had gone up in time men would
to those near at have been seen putting polee
hand."
against their huts to anchor them
The above is down. But last night people went
the opening par- to bed in a mild rain with only
agraph of a let- signal No. 1 up-no cause for speter received by cial concern. We woke thls mornMiss Elizabeth ing to find that No. 7 had taken
Burnham, secre- command in the night.
tary of the Grand
11c
* ,ic
Forks Y. W. C. A., from her friend
"I'VE HEARD PEOPLE TELL
Miss Anne Guthrie, advisory con- of storms at eea when one prayed
sultant of the Y._ W. C. A. in Ma- for the dawn. I never quite apprenila. The letter was begun on the elated what that experience was.
morning following the great ty- But as we lay awake in the pitch
phoon which struck Manila on Oc- blackne1ts, and tried to guess the
tober 15, and was written in in- hour and how long it would be unstallments as the facts relating to til day would come, I understood.
the ireat storm became available. When the first tiny shadow of light
* • *
appeared on the wall one heaved
MISS GUTHRIE AND MISS a sigh of relief and slept a little,
Burnham were associated in Y. W. for the wind had aubstded even
C. A. work in Chile. In that work though the rain fell In torrents.
both have visited many of the re* * *
mote places of the earth, and Miss
THIS MORNING THE CITY IS
Guthrie write1 casually of treas- a wreck, great trees uprooted evurea which she has gathered in Ja.. erywhere, hundreds and hundreds
pan, South America and India, of them, fallen gianta sprawlinJ
some of which she had installed in across roads and •idewalks. Thoee
her Manila home not long before which have remained standing are
the storm.
almost leafless, naked, stripped of
*
*
their adornment; windows
are
ON THE EVENING OF THE broken in, roofs are of't houses;
storm there was no hint of the four ships lie on the rock• Oatertragedy which was to follow with- 34 ship• have been damaged or
in a few hours. Miss Guthrie had lost). What has happened In the
attended a supper-dance which the nipa huts we do not know, The
governor general had given in hon- 'boy' who works next door waded
or of a personal pest. The party throurh mud and water in his
was given in the government pal- house putting his wife and children
ace built for the Spanish governors on the bed to try to keep them dry
long before the United States took until his return. Almost no atores
, over the Philippines. The guests are open; no one could get to
returned home about 1 A. M. Rain work.
h11-d started, but there wa.e little
* *
wind. Presently the wind rose, "THE STRUGGLES OF THOSE
• and windows were closed and shut- in our neighborhood who have tried
ters fastened.
to reach their office. have been
* * *
most entertaining.
A few men
"THEN THE DELUGE CAME," have rolled up their trousers and
writea Miss Guthrie. "Wind blow- waded in up to their knees In the
tng a terrific &'(I.le, branches falling street by our apartment house. I
e on the galvanb;ed iron roof of the Four men just went by in bathing
garage below us 110unding like can- suit11, Rolled up trouaer11, 'aborts'
0 non fire, rain coming down in tor- and many astonishing improvised
d renta-the typhoon had struck us. costumes have gone by, Several of
*
the 'boys' of the neighboring
11
"THERE WAS NO BLEEP POS- houses, however, have gone to mar.• sible. One lay awake U1tenin1r, ket as usual, wading in and out re11hudderlni under the bombard- ira.rdless of getting trousers and
ment, Suddenly the street light11 shoe, aoakina- wet."
went out, pitch black11ess every* * *
where, the electric power had gone I HAD INTENDED TO MAKE
off. One thought of hospitals and a few selections from this letter for
• hoped that birth or death were not today's column only, but the de• near for anyone. The wiQd pound- scrlptions have irripped me and I
ed again1t the bulldlnga, the rain have just kept pounding along unpounded. One felt as though the ttl I am now only about the rnid. element& had become demons to die of it. Therefore the latter will
torment znan. One thought of the bt "continued in our next.'_'- ~ -

*

*

*

* *

THE FACT THAT THE PHILlppines have just been swept by
another destructive typhoon lends
additional Interest to the descrlption of the storm
of October 115 glven by Miss Anne
Guthrie in a letter from whlcb
excerpts were
published on Satu rd a y, Further
paragraphs from
Mies Guthrie's
letter follow:
"P e o p l e who
have lived here
for years say this
is the worst typhoon they can
remember, so I
W. P. n,vtea. am getting a real
experience! September brings them
always, October sometimes, but
they vary in degree and If the. center is not near, their force may be
expended out at sea and we get
only the fringe. But Signal No. 7
means 'Typhoon center very near.
Dangerous gales and heavy squalls.
Precautions same as for Nos. 15 and
6.' And Nos. 5 and 6 announce,
'Strengthen moorings as much as
possible. Lower and secure all
gear. UEre steam to help anchorsno vessels under way.'

*

"SUDDENLY

*

*

WE

REALIZED

that all the friends to whom we
said goodbye last night, who were
to sail at 2:00 A. M. this morning
are probably still, at the pier after
a night that they 11 long remember.
. (They finall sailed the following
evening at about 8 P. M., having
all night been In danger of being
rammed by a large freighter which
had broken loose from its moorInga.)
1

*

* *

er to their waists: houses blown
down;
destruction
everywhere.
The Red Cross Is having three
emergency relief stations for the
homelese but as yet they cannot
get to the poorer sections to know
what the situation Is for many
sections are under water. In many
places people have been going
about In bancas (a kind of canoe).

*

*

*

"WE DROVE, OR IT SEEMS
more appropriate to eay swam, in
the Ford car of a friend, past
Melacanang Palace. A few hours
before we had said good night to
a scene of loveliness. Now it looks
as though an angry giant in a fit
of madness had torn up trees and
gardens and laid low this place of
beauty. A few weeks ago was the
governor general'9 ball to the legls,.
lature; the gardens were filled with
colored lights, low hedges of them
marking off the driveways, strings
of them outlining trees and bushes,
creating a veritable fairyland by
the river. Now these grounds are
a tumbled tangle of fallen trees:
the fairyland has become a land of
desolation.

* *

*

"NOW IT'S NIGHT- AGAIN
and I write with only two little
candles for light. One newspaper
combine succeeded this afternoon
in getting out a small one-sheet
extra. One half of one side ls
'The Herald' in English, the other
half 'El Debate' In Spanish, while I
the other side of the sheet ls the
'Mabuhay' ln Tagalog, the chief
dialect of this section. The headlines tell U9 'City lies prostrate under fury of worst typhoon in• 30
years.' So once more I am a participant in an unexpected situation.
For me It Is a novel experience,
but for the people whose houses
have been blown down or flooded,
with all their earthly possessions
destroyed, it Is tragedy,

"THE 'PINK SHEET' GIVES
, one this news and Is one of the
* *
t most Interesting sections of the
"THE EXTRA TELLS US THAT
morning paper. Four pink pages in Tondo, the worst slum district
pages are filled with news and of the city, half of the houses are
advertisements about both passen- blown down. The Red Cross ls eager and cargo • hi P P 1 n g, the tablishing emergency housing at
coming and going of mail, com- the Health Center there. (Later:
mentEr on special ships, tide and Fortunately the destruction in the
time alm,a.nac for the month, ax- district was overestimated). Tbe
tremes of temperature for yester- paper also tells us that at 5:53
day, meteorological report from,A. M. when the No. 7 signal went
the observatory, barometric heights, up the velocity of the wind was
rainfaU to date, rainfall this year I so mile• an hour. One felt as
and last compared, and typhoon. though lt were a hundred. I've
signals. Incidentally this year's· never known anything to equal it.
rainfall for Manila to October -5
*
was 78.669 Inches. And the pink "EVERYTHING IS PARALYZ.
sheet goes on to say that the ed. Workers Ill offices, oommertotal for all last yea.r was only 7fS.. clal houses, stores, servants .
667 Inches, and we've still more houses, institutions, hoitpitals ·tha.a three months to get (Note: could not get- ti) work, se tllle &'OV0• Octol>er is It,· lla4 ree.ehe4 ernmeat declared. the day a bank
90.82 Inches).
holiday. Tonight .the city llea In
total darkneQ; autos that are out
"A J'B:W HOURS LA.TJCR: lilUCH must feel their way and gue•
a world, · rve been out for a oou- where. str!Mta should be, or wh•re
pl• ·of boun ...ins the sights. fallen trees and poles are."
Shlpa on 'Ule rocks;
great
*
magnlflcent.pees, laid low; streete THE :rIN,AL Jli'BT.AJ,t,MBNT
Ulat are rbulng rilll!rs, •·•1-tCM
this •rlu.
liveJ& ~ u-

*

* *

lfl

* *

*

tree•.

atucJs.s

e ·,raatn.,.. thtoliaP ,._

* *

rat

MANNE IN WHICH Lo- "GOVERNOR GENERAL MUR-,
tlons were severed by phy is untirll,g in his efforts to eophoon in the PhillJr. ordina~ all the ~elief work and
make 1t as .e ffective as possible. In
ed by the statement order to stop profiteering the go'\tby . Miss
ne ern~ent is buying and selling nipa
Gutllrie in her and banboo at cost to those who
lettaer fro1n:
a- must rebuild their homes. And in
ll 11 a concern . g additlon a committee in charge of
the manner in the director of the forestry bureau
which news of e is already at work on the task of
s t o r m reac ed replanting trees and. beautifying the
Baguio, the mo n• city once again. Manila will· retain resort
t cover fairly quickly. Tht provinces
back from
a- are the greatest problem for rice
nila, "the :popular crops as well
homes have been
place to go when destroyed, and there will be · the ;
one needs to cool future problem of food as well as
off." Manila. was the present one to meet.""
wrecked, but Ba* * *
guio knew noth- A PART OF MISS GUTHRIE'S
Da._
· ing Pf the storm. letter is devoted to description of
"T h a t nisht," the activities of Filipino women
writes Miss Guthrie, "they calmly many of whom are actively enga~
slept with only an ordinary rain, ed in the various professions and in
unaware that we were being lash- business. They have invaded the
~d to pieces and all telephone and economic life of the Philippines far
egraph connections with them more than women have in the
ere being broken. Next morning countries of South America.. One
someone with . a powerful short of the interesting things noted in
wave ra~io set was listening in on F lipino family life is that the wife
world news bei'1g broadcast from manages the finances. The husLondon, and imagine his amaze- band tu~ns over his pay check to
xnent to hear from the other side her and she is the one who pays
of the world that Manila had been the bills and doles out the allowstruck by the worst typhoo in 30 -ancea. to the various members of
years.
the family. Miss Guthrie men* * *
tions especially the charm and cul- :
''BAGUIO
H O L D S
TH~ ture of the Filipino women whom
Association of University Women, she has met in connection with her
WOl'lld's record for rainfall. Father Y. w. c. A. work.
Sets-, .h ead of the weather bureau,.
* * *
toltl us he spoke to the American WOMAN
SUFFRAGE
HA S
that on one of the record days 46 been a.a important issue in the
inches of rain fell in 24: hours. One ~hilippines. l,ast year the le,lsladay of rainfall in Baguio was equal ture passed a law granting tht
to 21 years in Arizona, and a cer- franchise to women, to take effect
tain 33 days had equaled 142 years in January, 1835, and there- •as
in Yuma or 2,700 years in Iquique, great rejoicing when the governor
Chile. This year ·B aguio's rainfall general signed the bill. They, to
to date is approximate)Jr 220 inches, the surprise and amazement of all;
which is twice what it was in all the sub-committee on suffrage Qt
of 1983.
the constitutional convention cam~
* * *
out against suffrage for wome~.
"THE
DAY
AFTER
THE There were hearings in open seS•
storm · Radio Station KZRM ttled sion1 before the committee, and the
Iin vain to get in contact with Its women presented and anewered
transmitting station on Manila arguments in splendid fashion, but
Heights seven miles away. How... to no avail. Unless something unever, they discovered that connec- expected occurs suffrage under th
tlons could be made via San Fran... commonwe,Ith will be the right o
clsco. So, over a 14,000 mile circuit ·men only.
they communicated with
their
* * *
neighbor& Our recently establish- MISS ourHRIE'S LETTER
ed long, distance telephone eonnec- was -w ritten at intervals ot several
Uon with Japan also proved use- days following the great storm.
ful. The director ot the Mainila Since it was written several c,ther
Red Cross ts attending th4 Interna- typhoons have swept portlona of
tional Red Cross convention DQW the island&, the latest occurrJ.Jig
meetiltg in Tokyo. He immediately last week. · Thia particular storm
called the Manila office, secured in- did not touch Manila. B~cause of
(ormatton, gave instructions to hla lack of means of communication
ow w
era, and cheered them. reports of damage from it are only
'call me if nece,sa.ry.'
f!'aginentary.
I

as

HON. J". F. T. O'CONNOR,
comptroller of the' currency, was
discussing the condition of the
country's banks with a caller in his
office the other
day. Figures of
deposits,
investments and loans
were handled by
the
comptroller
with the
ease 1
born of thorough
·familiarity.
The
figures ran, of
course, in to billions, .but billions
were
mentioned
as casually as if
they had
been
odd cents. · An
item of a billion
W. P. D'lvtes. and a half was
under discussion when a colored
page entered.
The comptroller
looked inquiringly at him. "Please
suh," said the page, "will you give
me a dollah an' ten cents foh ·postage?" J"efty fished in his pocket,
produced the dollar-ten, and resumed the discussion of billions.

* * *

OFFICIAL MAIL FROM Gov:
ernment departments is carried
free by the postoffice department,
but officers must pay postage on
their ' private correspondence. Mr.
O'Connor's private correspondence
is kept separate from · official mail
by a secretary, arid when the supply of. private postage, stamps is ex~
hausted, Mr. Comptroller has , to
produce, even though he may be
thinking and speaking of billions.

* * *

ON THE SAME PAGE OF A
great
tropolitan newspaper is an
extende account of the . great pageant in · London on . the occasion of
the marriage of' the Duke of Kent
to Princess Marina .side by side
with the• latest . news from the
quintuplet twins in northern Ontario. Often there is raised the
question of why so ·much fu9s is
made over such things as the wed~
ding of princes and princesses, who
are onty human beings, no better
and no worse than lots of other
people. I euppose ·that it · is for a
reason similar to 't hat which draws
our attention to the quintuplets,
· who seem to be ·very similar to any
other babies. ·Alike in that multiple birth away up in the north
woods and in the union of scions of
royalty abroad there is an -element
of drama which stirs the heart and
·stimulates the imagination.

*

* *

.. --- - ~-.~.-....---------~·~-- ~-~-~-,the ma:~tor, the .heaq of the clan,
and one's own family. It is the
kind of loyalty that was aptly expressed by the good Scottish lady
on the day of the marriage of
Queen Victoria's· daughter, the
Princess Louise, to the Marquis of
Lorne, one of the famous Campbells of Argyll. Listening to · the
comment of her neighbors the old
lady remarked: "Ah, but her majesty will be a proud woman ·the
day!" .
--

THE , LITTLE 'QUINTUPLETS
half a . year ,old, are doing welt.
Born o·f parents poor and 'obscure,
away in a forest ..aw-ilderness scarcely touched 'by civilization, they. live,
sheltered and secure,
a little hospital built for their special use, attended by the best obtainable
nurses, each babe having her .own
personal baby carriage with name
plate on it. Theee comforts and
luxuries are the gifts of strangers
moved by a development of life in
an -unusual way, and eager to express their human interest.

in

ASIDE FROM ITS PAGEANtry the wedding of royalty presented some unusual features.
The
groom is the son of the reigning
·monarch of a great empire.
The
bride -the daughter of
prince exiled from his own country, and
with nothing of royalty remaining
except the title. One of the guests
at the wedding was the official representative of the Grecian republic,
from which country the bride's
family is exiled. The Hohenzollern
family was conspicuous by its absence from the , festivities.
Herr
Hitler who wields more power than
most kings and emperors have possessed, sent a telegram •of congratulation.

a

*

*

*

IN THE PARADES, LAVISH
display and wild popular acclaim
attending the wedding festivities
there is abundant material for the
scorn of the cynic. , What is it all
for, and what does it amount to?
Well, I don't know. What is a picture good for, and what does a rosy
sunset amount to? Why climb to
the top of a mountain only to look
dc;nvn? Why play a football game?
Why do anything that does not
contribute directly to animal existence and. animal comfort?

* A *SPECTACLE
BACK OF *
SUCH
as th:at in London the other day lie
the traditions of centuries, the
·building of a . nation, the development of its culture, the struggles .o f
its founders and the · great deeds
that have , been . performed and the
crimes that have been committed
in its name. It touches· on literature and art, ,on · social science and
economic change. It is an expression of a sentiment which is rooted
deep i!)- the very life of a people.

* *

. LOYALTY *TO THE ,REIGNING
monarch is not . the only kind of
loyalty which marks the British
tradition. It is a part of the loyalty
which often included the lord of

* * * OF· THE
THE MARRIAGE
princess . and the ~arquis of Lorne
had an . interesting literary sequel.
Some two · years earlier R. D.
.Blackmor~ had published
his
''Lorna ·Doone," ·which was a flat
failure on the market. About the
time of the marriage someone conceived the, notion that "Lorna
Doone'' ,
a romantic history of
the early house of l,orne, and there
was immediate demand for the
book. It was discovered· that while
there was· no connection between
"Lorne'' and Lorna,'' the book was I
mightly ;good reading and it be-j.
came a best ·seller.
· ·

was

AN OLD CARTOON RECENT.. Iy worked out mathematical calculy republished ridicules Thomas A. lations. Utterly absurd!
Edison and his newfangled electric
* * *
light. The picture shows a light
TODAY
T H E
ELECTRIC
globe exploding, light, the telephone, the automobile
and above it, be- and the airplane are among the
ing blown into most commonplace things that we
space by the ex- have. The manufacture of them
plosion, is Edison has given.· rise to some of our greathimself, grasping est industries and their use has rea sack
labeled volutionized the lives of hundrds
"people's money.'' of millions. Fortunes aggregating
What fools people billions of dollars have been made
were to put their out of those inventions, yet the in-;
money into such vestment of money in each of them
a crazy
enter- was decried as ·wildly visionary. On
prise! Bell's de- the· other hand, the success of each
vice for talking of these mventions has been urged
over a wire was as a sound reason for investment
su b j e ct e d
to in other novelties which seemed no
equal ridicule. In mor.e impractical than the others.
Davies
the first place, it
* *
was perfectly clear that nobody
A SCORE OF YEARS AGO
could talk over a wire. It was con- promoters interested several Grand
trary to nature. In the second Forks people in a scheme for the
place, why should anyone. want to building of an electric rail line
talk over a wire, even admitting frorn Minneapolis to the Pacific,
the thing to be -possible. The nat- whose trains were to speed at 90
ural way of talking had sufficed miles an hour,, and inve8toi's were
human beings ever since creation, cited the experience of those who
and it was sacrilege to attempt to had already made fortunes by getimprove on it. Merely another ting in on the ground floor of the
scheme to extract money from fool- telephone business. Some did get
ish people!
in on the ground floor of the new
* *
railroad and presently found themFORTY YEARS AGO THE selves stuck in the mud of the eelhorseless carriage was a favorite lar. Some of ·the promoters went
topic for jest. It was admitted to jail.
that a wagon could be propelled by
* * *
an engine on a level paved street.
STILL LATER OUR PEOPLE
But the operation of an engine re- were invited to buy stock in a wirequired the services. of an engineer, less enterprige, featuring a system
and it was obviously impossible for which would throw all wire service
the ordinary citizen to acquire the ~nto the discard. Negotiations were
Itechnical
skill required in such instituted for space for equipment
work. Engines would be balking on the roofs of one of our tall
and flying to pieces, and there buildings. A few accepted the inwould be explosions which would vitation, a.nd I suppose they still
imperil lives and property nearby. have their stock certificates careThen there was the roads, sandy, fully filed away. For some reason
rutty, up hill and down dale-clear- the thing failed to click.
ly the horseless ·carriage was ridi* *
culously impractical.
PROMOTERS OF A NEW SEN*
sation call attention to the big forTHIRTY-ONE
YEARS
AGO tunes which have been made in
two crazy bicycle repair men were new devices. Often their citations
said to have made a strange ma- are correct. . But they faill to call
chine actually fly through the air, attention to the money that has
carrying one of · the pair with it. been lost in the development and
Scarcely anyone believed the yarn, promotion of those same succeasf or not only has flying been shown ful devices. The automobile buslto be impossible, .in thousands of ness has made ,fortunes for a few
experiments, but some of the best persons. But what has become of
scientists of the day had demon- the scores of automobile companstrated its impossibility by careful- ies .of which one never hears today? A lot of people got in on the
grounds floor of those concerns,
and got no farther. The history of
practically every important enterprise is dotted all along the way
with failures. The promotion of
any new enterprise is extra hazardous, and only those can engage in
It safely who have money which
. they can attord . to lose.

*

*

1

*

*

*

A FRIEND WRITES ME THAT
in his copy of the London .Times of
October 31, 1934, there is republished an item from the Times of
October 31, 1834,
telling of ari address in Glasgow
by Lord Durham
on an important
political issue.
T h e reporters
started
f r o m
Glasgow
with
their copy for
London at midnight w ednesday
night.
T h e y
reached London
at 8 Friday morning. It took them
32 hours to make
W. P. D'lvles. the ·j ourney of approximately 400 miles. The address
:was of .great importance, dealing
with household suffrage, triennial
parliaments and vote by ballot.
IN

*

*

*

JUST . 100
THE .
he
years later 1s the stor~ of t.
London to ~elbourne air race m
which the .aviators. Sc?tt and Camp..
bell made the trip in 2 days,. 23
hours, or 71 hours· all tolq., covering
12,000 miles at an average rate of
120 miles an hour. In the same
issue there is a · letter from a subscriber thankin~ the ~anagemen~
for prompt. service, saying that at
8:25 A. M. i_n London he was reading in the paper the story of the
flight . which had been finished at
5:23 that same morning.

*

TIMES

*

*

THUS, WHILE ONE HUNDRED
years ago it took the speediesttransportation known to carry
news from Glasgow to London, 400
miles in 32 liours this year it took
the ~ewspaper r~port three hours
to travel twelve thousand miles and
appear on the printed page and be
a.elivered to subscribers. · How
nearly has · the quality of our life
kept pace with its speed?

* *

*

MILO WA~K.E~ OF BO~!!:.
mont got a thrill out of th~ orable mention" given Maurice, s~n
of Mr. ~nd Mrs. Norval Ardles in
the ~abo~al baby co~test at t~e
worlds fair, for the llttle chap is
Mr. Walker's great granq.son. The
award carries with it the gift of a
gold -medal suitably inscrib~d. As
there were over 100,000 babies entered in the contest the child's
family have reason to be p~eased.

* * *

MR. WALKER NOTICED THE
item in this column some weeks
ago about the sirigle ox yoke,
which was entirely new· to me, and
to others who learned of it. Mr.
Walker, however, knows all 'a bout

ox yoke~, both single and double,
for he has made and used both
kinds. He writes:

*

*

*

I
1
t

\

"IT WAS A PRETTY NICE I
joll to make a double yoke, but not
so much to make a single one. We
used the single o~es for light work
swamping out trees and rail . cuts.
With the single .yoke you have to
use traces or tugs attached to the
ends, with a whippletree at the
rear. We used the single · yokes
sometimes on the ro~ds in the ~wmter when the oxen got the notion
of crowding, as they couldn't do
that singly. We also shod our 1
oxe'.!1 sometimes~ The shoes were :
in two pieces. I doubt if there are !
many persons- living who know of ·
that kind of work."

* * *

I AM GLAD THAT MR. WALKer has cle~red up the mystery
abou~ the smgle ox yoke. As to th:e
shqemg of. oxen, I have_ seen it
done. occas1op.ally. So far as I know
only those oxen we~e shod which
were used for teammg on hard
roads. As a rule oxen did not take
·a s kindly to being shod as did
horses, and it was common practice to build a frame ·of quite
heavy timber in which the animal
was confined so that -h e could not
kick or plunge around. I've been
trying to think of the name that
was given to that contraption, but 1I can't rec~ll it. Something similar j
was occas1onally used for unruly!
horses.

* * *

AL. KINCAID WAS OVER AT
Bemidji not long ago, and he says
tha~ he saw _there the greatest col- I
lecbon of wlld ducks that he ever 1
laid eyes on. At first he said there
were billions_ of them. ~~en he reduced the figure to mllhons, and
he let. it stand at that. The bi~ds,
he said, were very tame, seem1~g
to know that they were safe 1~
that protected a~ea. Almost all, 1t
seemed, were either canvasbacks
or Mallards: _Scarcely a?~ of the
smaller varieties were v1s1ble.

* * * WHILE I
EVERY LITTLE
read something about the "crackling aurora," and the subject is
treated as if crackling were com-·
monly observed in .connection with
northern lights. Perhaps ·it is, but
I have never heard of it. I have
heard and read the statements . of
travelers who report that toward
the Arctic circle when aurora· displays are especially brilliant there
is sometimes heard a crackling
sound which· is attributed to the
aurora. I don't · question that at
all. But I have lived all my ' life
in tnis approximate latitude and
have ~een very brilliant displays.
but never a crackle have I heard
that seemed to me from the ~ky.

MAGAZINE ARTICLE
~ndre Siegfried writes: "I remember very well December 31, 1899; a
ew century was to begin the following day." For
a year or so before M. Siegfried's
date,
and
for
some time thereafter, there had
been dispute as to
when the new
century would begin, and gradually . most people
had reached the
conclusion t h at
the twentieth century would begin
on January 1,
1901. Probably M.
Davies
Siegfried understands that as well as anyone.
Doubtless his statement is a mere
mechanical slip rather than a miscalculation.

* * *

ing of Indian summer in a southern Ontario forest. Down in Brant
county we had a stretch of coun'try, fairly sandy, in which chestnut groves abounded.
Several 1,
chestnuts are contained in one
burr which, with its prickly spines,
may be almost as large as a baseball. Those burrs are tricky things
to handle, and opening one before
its proper time is no pleasant job.
But Jack Frost does the job with
neatness and dispatch. The burrs
ripen and the spines harden, a few
light frosts cover the earth with
leaves. Then, some clear night,
comes a real nipping frost, follow- ·
ed by a warm, still day. That is
the time for a stroll in the woods.
Squirrels are busy laying away
their stores, but otherwise there
is intense silence except for the
slight sound made by the chestnut ,
burrs as they open under the 1
warmth of the sun's rays, and the
"ping" as the nuts drop into the
leaves below.

* *

WHILE THE DEBA,.TE LAST*
ed, however, it was fast and furi- VEGETATION SEEMS TO BE
ous, and all sorts of fantastic cal- more greatly affected by latitude in
culations, were made to prove one Ontario than here in the northwest.
contention or the other. But if you In Brant and adjoining counties,
could get your antagonist to ad- east and west, we had in abundmit that the first century began ance all the nuts that I ·h ave menwith the year 1, it was usually pos- tioned. In northern Huron counsible to lead him on through ad- ty, less than 100 miles north, not
mission that the second century many of them were to be found.
began with 101 and the third with In the south the woods were full
201 to the final conclusion that the of beech trees; in the north beech
twentieth must begin with 1901. was
rare.
Around Brantford
One quite prominent man refused grapes were grown commercially
to give up. He was H. H. Kohl- on a fairly large scale, but except
saat, publisher of the Chicago Rec- in occasional seasons grapes did
ord. He had been a prominent fig- not ripen well in northern Huron
ure in politics and was credited county. No such differences are
with responsibility for the sound rioted between Fargo and Grand
money plank of the Republican Forks or between Grand Forks and
convention of 1896. Kohleaat clung Pembina.
stubbornly and tenaciously to the
1900 theory, and he never did give
I ACKNOWLEDGE WITH APup. Long after everyone ·else had preciative thanks receipt of a copy
forgotten the subject he wrote ar- of the booklet ."Just _R ambling
ticles intended to prove that the Along" by Harry O'Brien, publisher
rest of the world was a year be- of the Walsh County Press at Park
hind the true time.
River. O'Brien has incorporated in
* * *
the booklet some of the wisdom
THIS YEAR NEW YORK IS and humor which he gets regularly
said to have one of the biggest nut into his weekly column. He has a
crops in its history, and this state- cheerful philosophy which is somement has no political bearing. times disguised under pungent exHickory ·nuts, walnuts, butternuts, pression, and his observations are
beechnuts and hazel nuts are re- always readable.
ported to be abundant in the woods
* * ·*
of New 'York state, and the boys
FOR A LONG TIME I HELD
have been having a fine time gath- the same opinion that O'Brien
ering them. The one nut whose ab- holds ~oncerning the uselessness of
sence is noted is the chestnut. some things, such, for instance, as
Blight swept away practically all fleas and mosquitoes. But ,Mark
the chestnut trees, of which the Twain enlightened me on the substate one~ had ,iome magnificent ject of fleas. He thought ,that it
groves.
was good for a dog to have fleas
* ·* *
because it took his mind off being
IT IS SELDOM THAT I HEAR a dog. Perhaps mosquitoes have
or read of chestnuts without think- their place, also.
1

* * *

J

AT THE MEETING OF THE 1 of 999 years. Accordingly he reFederal Council of Churches at turned and insisted that another
Dayton, Ohio, it was announced 50 years be added to the term,
that agreement had been reached which was done.
a m o n g Protest* * *
ant an d Greek\ NINETY-NINE-YEAR LEASES
Orthodox church- are common in the older large
es in approval of cities. Many of New York's big
the p r o p o s e d buildings stand on land covered by
w or 1 d calendar such leases. Some have been rewhich fixes the newed. Some have expired and
d ate of Easter• title had reverted to the representapermanently on: tives of the original owners. Grand
April 8 instead of Forks has at least one 99-year
having that festi- lease, covering the site occupied by
val o c cu r any- the fraternity building on the camw h e r e between pus, just across the coulee. While
M a r c h 22 a n d 99 years seems a long time, and
April 28. The cal- while several of the parties to the
endar retains the original transaction are still living
present t we 1 v e and going strong, that lease has II
W. P. O'lvles
mo nth s,
b u t run about half its course.
changes the number of days in
*
some so that the first month in
A DILIGENT BIBLE STUDENT,
each quarter will have 31 days and who modestly wishes to remain
, the others 30 each. A "year day" anonymous suggests that in the
is placed between December 31 and 47th chapter of Genesis, beginning
January 1, and the extra day in. at the 12th verse, the names of
leap year comes between June 30 Wallace and Roosevelt be substiand July 1. Christmas will always tuted for those of Joseph and Pharbe on Monday.
•
aoh, and that if that be done a
* * *
striking parallel will be found beTHIS CALENDAR DIFFERS tween the methods of relieving disfrom another proposed interna- tress 3,000 years ago and those emtional calendar in that it makes ployed now. A few selections from
no change in the number of months, the text as written may impel the
and that its months contain frac- reader to look up the entire story:
tional weeks. The other calendar,
* * *
usually known as the "lnterna"AND WHEN MONEY FAILED
tional," has thirteen months, each in the land of Egypt and in the
of f9ur weeks. This calendar has land of Canaan, all the Egyptians
been urged because of its removal came unto Joseph and said 'Give
of the inconvenience in adjusting! us bread, for why should we die in
weekly and monthly schedules in thy presence? for the money failbusiness accounting. Both changes eth.'
are vigorously opposed by Seventh
"And Joseph said, 'Give your catDay Adventists and some Jewish tie, and I will give you for your
organizations because once each cattle, if money fail.'
year, and twice in leap year, the
* * *
week, from Sunday to Sunday, will "AND THEY BROUGHT THEIR
consist of eight instead of seven cattle unto Joseph; and Joseph
days.
gave them bread in exchange for
horses, and for the flocks, and for
I HAVE NEVER BEEN ABLE the cattle of the herds, and for
to discover the origin of the very the asses; and he fed them with
common practice of making long- bread for all their cattle for that
term land leases 99 instead of 100 year.
years. I suppose there is a traditlon back of the practice. One rea"WHEN THAT YEAR WAS
son that I have seen advanced for' ended they came unto him the secmaking leases for very long terms ond year, and said unto him 'We
is that in feudal days the baron or will not hide it from my lord, how
other lord of the manor did not that our money is spent; my lord
actually own the property but held also hath our herds of cattle; there
as the king's tenant, and although is not ought left in the sight of
his title might be practically per- my lord, but our bodies and our
petual, he could not give a deed lands.'
to the property. The long-term
" 'Wherefore shall we die before
leaS'e was therefore substituted.
thine eyes, both we and our land?
Buy us and our land for bread,
IT IS SAID THAT BACK IN and we and our land will be serthose early days a thrifty Scot, vants unto Pharaoh; and give us
negotiating for a tract of land, seed, that we may live, and not
agreed to accept a 999-year lease die, that the land be not desolate/ "
and papers were to be drawn to
, that effect. On leaving the manor FOR THE SEQUEL THE READhall he got to thinking it over, and er is referred to the remainder of
he realized that while the lease the text. Joseph was a competent
would be a long one, nevertheless it business man, and he succeeded in
would terminate some day and he establishing the government of
didn't like the idea of his descend- Pharaoh as the biggest business
ants being dispossessed at the end institution on ea.rib at that time.

I
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WORD COMES FROM THE
Pacific coast of the presentation at
the Padua Hills theater, Pasadena,
of Dr. Gottfried Hult's translation
of Ibsen's "Lc;,ve's
Comedy."
Dr.
Hu 1 t completed
his translation of
"Peer Gynt" some
time ago, and the
play has been received with ent h u s i a s m by
many audiences.
Love's Co~dy"
seems likely to be
equally
successful~ An interesting fact is that
this play, transDavies
lated from the
original by
a
North Dakota author, was directed
in its premiers by ~ North Dakota
producer and di ector, Gilmore
Brown, whose Commu1;1tty Theater
in Pasadena is said to be the most
suqcessful of its kind. Mr. Brown
is a native of New Salem, North
Dakota, where his father was a
homesteader, village merchant, In·
dian trader and Missouri river
steamboat man. The son seemed
to have been born with the dramatic instinct, for at a very early
age. he became conspicuous in am..
ateur dramatic entertainments. He
traveled with road companies, studied in New York, .and presently be.came famous as one of the leading directors of :the Pacific coast.
1

ing than any other English version
I have seen." Dr. Hult has worked for years on "Peer Gynt, ''
"Love's Comedy,'' and "Brand,"
completing the great Ibsen trilogy.

* * *

A FLOATING BREWERY IS
something new, so far as I am
aware, but such an establishment,
said to be the only one of its kind
in the world, is meandering up and
down the Alaska coast, making
beer as it goes . . This novel brewery has been installed on the old
four-master schooner "Alumna,"
which was engaged for years in the
lumber trade between our Pacific
ports and South America. She was
recently equipped as . a brewery.

*. * *

THE IDEA BEHIND THE ENterprise is that beer thus manufactured afloat and delivered en route,
can be supplied at much lower cost.
than if the manufactured product
were shipped from distant ports.
No question of escaping taxation is
involved; as the ship is regularly lice??,sed and is expected to furnish
the territorial treasury from · $20,000 to $30,000 a year in revenue.

* * *

I ·HAVE NO KNOWLEDGE ·OF
the details of this enterprise, ·not
even of where the materials for'
brewing are to be obtained. Shipment from Oregon or Washington
would be a simple matter. It is a
fact, however, with which many are
not acquainted, but southeastern
Alaska produces some remarkably
fine barley. Thirty years · ag~ in
*
going through the Alaskan buildDESCRIPTIONS OF THE PRO- ing at the St. Louis World's fair,
duction of "Love's Comedv" indi- I saw samples of the finest oats
cate that the spirit which Ibsen and barley that I had ever seen, ·all
gave to the play, and which was grown in the territory popularly
given faithful expression by the considered barren and inhospitable.
1
translator's discriminating use of Other ·products shown were all
words and meter, was accentu~ted sorts of wild · fruits of great size
by ..the artistry of the director in and excellent flavor. Of course the
groupings, settings and musical ac- explanation is that the entire south. compani:µients. N orweigian music ·eastern portion of Alaska, between
· was used throughout the play, and the mountains and the ocean, is
effective use was made of musical kept warm by the Japanese curpassages which have taken their rent, and has
mild, equable ell' place among the established tradi- mate. Across the mountains and
tions of the Norwegian people.
away .from the influence of ocean
*
*
currents, -there is a different ·story
DR. HULT IS TO ·BE CON- to tell.
gratulated on the initial success of
*
.t his play. He is a devotee of Ibsen,
THE MANNER 'IN WHICH IM
and is qualified by both inherit~ proved methods of preservatio
ance, association and the study and transportation of perishable
which only a lover
great litera- has promoted international ex
ture can give to the work of a mas- change of products such as former
ter, to present Ibsen at · his best to ly were never shipped beyond th
English-speaking readers and play- immediate vicinity of their origin
ers. Critics have been enthusiastic is suggested in a news paragraph
over his "Peer Gynt," which the Lon- which tells of the shipment of fresh
don Times "suggests some of its Canadian etrawber,ries to Hong
quauties which have not hitherto Kong and Alaska, and, of C~nadian
been expressed in , English,'' and apples to Egypt. Other Canadian
which William Lyon Phelps thinks apple shipments went to Argentina
"makes . the original more inter~st- and Brazil.

* *
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'rO THOSE WHO WERm AS..
socta.ted with him professionally
during hia work in North Dakotat
he late Judge Andrew · A. Bruce
will· be remembered for his legal
·eruditk>n, h i ·-e
sk111 and patience
as a teacher in
the law echool of
the university of
N o rt h Dakota,
and the clarity of
his reasoning in
disposing of cases
brought b e f o re
him as a me:rnber of the supreme court of
North Dakota. To
a host of others
Davies
he will be remembered for his broad culture,
his genial humor, his human sympathy and his incurable Scottish
accent.
~

~

*

N INDIA
THOUGH BORN. 1
id
Judge Bruce may fairly be cons . ered .a native of Scotlan~, for his
antecedents and h~ entire background were of t1:J.'9 land of brown
heath and shaggy wood, land of t~e
mountain and the flood, and w?lle
he had entered 'Wholehearte.dly into
the spirit of the land . of his adopUon, he loved the land which had
been the home of his a.ncesto~s,
and he gloried in it~ history, its lltera.ture and the achievements of its
sons.

* *

*

FOR MANY
YEARS
HIS
father had been an officer of the
British government in In.dia, and
several of his relatives continued
to occupy prominent positions in
that country. Those. facts. had
brought Judge Bruce mto inbmat~
contact with Indian affairs, and he
was a diligent and sympathetic student .of the history and the problems of that country. One of Judge
Bruce's relati'ves married a young
Indian lady, the daughter of a
family of distinction. It took some
time to overcome tamily opposition
to the match. Correcting a frie 's
assumption that the opposition
came from the groom's family,
Judge Bruce said "Not at all. The
objections ca.me from the other
side,, and why not? What. h~d we
to boast of? Why, that girls .ancestors had been sage1 and scientists and philosophers an~ states•
men when ours were running bare.
legged up and down the hills of
Scotland."

"1 don't seem to get any time to
read. I'm away behind and can't
catch up.'' The other said: 44 !
make it a point to keep right up
to date ·with my reading, even if I
have to let some other .things go.
First thing in the morning I grab
the Herald and study Dick Tracy
and· Little Orphan Annie. Then I
turn to the front page to find out
who's governor today. Then I'm
ready for a day's work."

*

*

*

E. K. LARSGAARD, THE BEN-

true country merchant who was
brutally beaten and robbed last
week, has been the victim of two
other robberies, in one of which he
was beaten. A bachelor, he lived
alone in quarters in his store building, which is one mile north of the
Tram county line and about 8 miles, ·
east of Reynolds. His only neigh-t
bors are farmers, the nearest of
whom lives some distance away.

*

* *

*

*

LARSGAARD'S
STORE
became the postoffice of Whynot,
and there is a tradition concerning
the selection of that name. Many
years ago Mr. Larsgaard made his
living· as a traveling peddler, ma.kIng the rounds of his territory at
first on foot with a pack and later
with a horse and wagon. He came
to be well known in the Bentru terri to:ry and of ten when calling on
acquaintances here he spoke of the
prospect which he believed there
was for a little store in that neighborhood. The neighbors ga.ve him
little encouragement, as they didn't
believe it would pay. When they
expressed doubt as to the feasibility
ot the project he would ask: ••Why
not?" That question was repe,a ted over and over until, when the
store actually materialized, .it . was
given the nanie "Whynot." Larsgaard's faith in the project was
justified. }:ie made the store .pay
and became one of the substantial
citi2ens of the community.
One
other place in the United States,
away down in Mississippi, bears
the name "Whybot," for what res.son I do not know.
MR.

*

TO ALLAY THE FEARS OF
any who may have been disturbed
over the prospect of the 1tate run..
nlng out of governors,
persons
eligible, I call attention to the eonstttutional pro\1'1sion that in case
ot the death, 'dtaquaiification or
other ,disability of the lieutenant
governor, tl:;l.e preaident pro tem of
the .senate shall succeed to that offlee and perform its .f unctions, and .,
can elect presidents pro tem as fast
*
as they become disqualified, there
TWO LOCAL . LADIES WE~E appears to be no im~ediate danger
discussing their reading. One .saui: of the supply running short.
j

*

*

or

!

LOOKING OVER A HERALD 3,000 reindeer as a Christmu presfile of thirty years ago I was hn- ent from the Canadian government.
pressed, u I usually am in auch The greatest trek of its kind in hiscases, by the quantity and variety tory is drawing to a close. It was I
of dramatic en- in 1929 that the Canadian govern- 1
tertalnment
en- l500 reindeer from Lomen, of Alasjoyed by Grand ment bought a herd of about 1,Forks in those ka, for whom Ben Elelson worked
days "away back at one time, and in charge of an
w h e n." T h a t experienced herder the animalsseems to have were started on their long journey
been just an aver- in December of that year. In the
age sort of win-' spring of 1933 the herd reached the
ter, yet during a Canadian boundary, and after b&- '
few m o n t h s ing rested during the summer the
Grand Forks the- animals were driven to the Macater-goers
saw kenzie river where a crossing was
Lewis Morrison in attempted in January of this year.
"Faust"; Roselle During a severe blizzard the herd
Knott in "Cousin stampeded and returned to the
Kate," the Man- grazing ground where it had spent 4
W. P. Diavtes. telli Opera com- the summer. Many of the animals •
pany in a repertoire of classical se- were lost, but the losses were made
lections, Augustus Thomas' famous up during the fawning season, and
play "Arizona," "the Devil's Aue- the herd numbered over 3,000. It
tion," "Human Hearts," one of the is expected that the crossing will
outstanding down East plays, Dan- be made now about Christmas, and
iel Sully in "Our Pastor," an eve- the reindeer will then be establishning of, "bioscope" pictures, prede- ed permanently in their new quarcessors of the modern movies, and ters and Eskimo will be instructed
Thomas and Joseph Jefferson Jr., in in handling them.
"The School for Scandal." These
are merely selections from a much I'l' WAS SOMETHING LIKE
longer list covering one winter. Is forty years ago that Dr. Sheldon
it .any wonder that old-timers hold Jackson conceived the idea of imthe Metropolitan in affectionate re- porting reindeer from Lapland and
membrance?
establishing them in Alaska for the
* * *
use of the natives there. The projJOSEPH JEFFERSON
THE ect was ridiculed at first, but Dr.
elder never played in Grand Forks, Jackson persisted and succeeded
but his son William appeared here in persuading the government to
in "Rip Van Winkle," the play experiment with the project. One
which his father made famous and or two shipments came to grief,
which contributed so much to his but finally a small herd was estalr
father's fame.
lished in Alaska under the care of
*
experienced Lapp herders, and AIAN INCIDENT IN CONNEC- askan reindeer now number huntion with "Arizona'' illustrates the dreds of thousands. A train loadthoroughness of research which ed with reindeer and their Lapp
Augustus Thomas put into all his herders and their families made a
work. Certain cavalrymen in the stop in Grand Forks and attracted
play were i,hown arined wlth much attention.
Sharpe's carbine. An officer wrote
to Thomas complaining of what he ATTACKING THE MANNER
characterized as an inaccuracy, and of administering federal relief in
explaining that at the period of the an address a few weeks ago Govplan the Sharpe had been super- ernor Talmadge of Georgia expressseded by the Krag-Jorgenson. ed the hope that during his vacaThomas replied, citing records to tion in Georgia President Rooseshow that at that time, while Krags velt would look around and find
had been issued to the infantry, the out how many extra persons were
Rough Riders were the only caval- employed on relief work "and also
rymen so equipped . The officer find out if some of these are not
had the grace to admit his error about the richest ladies in town,
and apologize.
and a great majority of them from
*
~
far off North Dakota, Minnei,ota
PICTURES
OF
DEBATERS and a few from across the wa.ter
representing the &everal University in England, and then check up on
societies were published in The what percentage of the relief monHerald on December 4, 1904. The ey is really spent on overhead."
debaters were Olger Burtness, Har*
*
old Braatllen, J. M. Anderson, H. IT IS TO BE HOPED THAT
G. Lykken, John Lee Coulter, w. the president made the investigaL. A. Calder, F. E. Mccurdy, E. c. tlon, a.nd that he will publish the
Hilborn, Stuart Cameron, Scott facts. There has been of late in
Cameron, Carl Bach and w. M. this state a noticeable dearth of
Husband.
the idle rich, persons who wear
* *
purple and fine linen and dine
IF ALL GOES WELL T
,-.mptuously every day. Perhaps
Canadian Eskimo near the top
they have all gone down to Jawjaw,
t~cs world just east of the Macken- wh, and are living there as guests
z18' ~er will this year receive some of the government.

* * *

* *

* * *

*

*

*
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WHO WROTE "ANNIE LAUR-, . THAT STORY HAS BEEN REle ?" That question was asked by a , peated over and over, and prob.
. ably nobody knows whether it is
friend over the phone, who said true or not. A lot of things attrithat he had supposed the poem to buted to Lincoln are inventions.
have been writ- However, if Lincoln actually made
ten by Robert: that remark he was not the first
Burns, but could : man who had a similar idea. Many
not find it in a !years earlier it was told that comvolume of
his plaint was made to King George
works. I had had II of Great Britain that General
the same idea, Wolfe was mentally unbalanced.
and my experi- "If. Wolfe is crazy," said his majesence was like his. ty, ''I wish . he would bite some of
The poem does ·my other generals."
not appear in my
copy of Burns.
ONE TROUBLE WITH THAT
Then I hunted ,-i s that it was much too clever a
through s o n g thing for George II to say. There
books. In several have been clever kings and dull
of those I · found ones, but the second George of
the music of the England is generally credited with
Davies
song credited to being about as dull and dense as it
Lady Jane Scott, but ~ith nothing is possible for a hum.an being to
said about the authorship of the be.
iWords. In others I fo1:,1nd the words
"
I WASN'T ABLE TO SEE "TEN
attributed to
"Douglas,''
Mr. Nights in a Barroom" given last
Douglas," and "Douglas of Fin- night at the Auditorium under the
land," just like that. I haven't yet auspices of the Disabled Veterans,
had an opportunity to find out but I pave no doubt it was well
.
done. I have had pleasant recolmore about Douglas of Fmland, but lections of the old · play ever since
I shall look him up presently. He I assisted in its production and
wrote a wonderful poem.
played one of the important parts
* *·
fifty-odd years ago. We staged the
I SAW "MRS. WIGGS oF THE play in an old schoolhouse which
Cabbage Patch" the other night, had been super~eded by a new
and liked it. But I think I liked brick building.
The stage was
the stage play better. It was given equipped with right and left enhere in 1905, which is quite a long trances, a _pasteboard bar, and curtime ago, and impressions that last tains that slid sidewise on wires
so long are not always trustworthy. when two boys in the wings pulled
Criticism of the picture is similar the strings. Usually they pulled at
to that ;which I . make of most of the right time. Elevated seats were
the screen productions that I see- built for the audience with plank
too much polish. The leading lady borrowed from the lumber mill.
is a competent )actress, but in voice, The house was packed.
language, manner and appe.a rance
*
she gave me the impression of havSIMON SLADE (I WAS SLing been . carefully manicured for mon) wore a beard made of ravelthe part, if you get my idea. She ed-out .rope dyeci with ink that was
seemed to ·. me, with a few lapses, almost black, and the alcoholic
like a lady who had seen better adisposity of his later years was
days, who had become stranded indicated by a pillow stuffed .under
temporarily in the Cabbage Patch, his vest. The drunkard Joe's litwithout losing any of her culture. tle girl was played by a . small girl
The real Mrs. Wiggs was born in of the neighborhood who sang
the Cabbage Patch and was a part "Father, father, come home -with
of it. All of which is irrelevant me now," with great feeling.
and immaterial.
l
*
* *
THE LITTLE GIRL'S GRAND~
A
RECENTLY
PUBLISHED father, who , was quite deaf, occubiog.r aphy of , General Grant , deals pied a front' seat so that ·he might
chiefly with his military achieve- miss nothing, ·and when the enragments, and does not go at all into ed hotel man threw a glass at the
his political career. The author child and she screamed and fell
discounts heavily the stories of dead, the old gentleman got up and
Grant's drinking, and treats as started for the stage. He wasn't
apochraphal the .familiar yarn that going to have his granddaughter
when. complaint was made to Lin- killed off that way. With considcoln that Grant was a heavy drink- erable difficulty he was persuaded
er, expressed the desire to know that the child was not actually
what brand of whiskey Grant hurt, and calmed down. Irving,
·drank, that he might send a few Booth and Mansfield never ·gave an
barrela of it to the other generals. audience more thrllls.
--~~~~

* * *

* * *

*

* *

*
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"IN A RECENT ISSUE OF THE cribed, but the shoes themselves
Herald" writes J. E. Stevens "you wer! "turned" on the anvil from
'
'
straight bar steel. That was a job
mention in your 'That Reminds with which the .blacksmith and his
Me' column aomething about hav.. helper filled in slack time, tutnin
ing seen when a ~ut 11' the right shoes of vario
boy the process sizes, to be finished and fitted a
of shoeing oxen. needed. Horseshoe nails were an
You also stated are made of · very soft, tough steel
that you could and they could be twisted int
not recall what rings which we boys .thought quit
they called the nifty.
contraption that
* * *
held the ox while OF COURSE AT THE BEGIN
being sho~. As I ning all nails were made· by hand,
read the article I and the art has undergone man
r e c a 11 e d that changes. One of the early methods
when a boy I of making nails by machinery was
stood for hours to cut them from flat iron blanks.
at a time in our An old school teacher of mine deslocal blacksmith cribed that process as he had witsh op watching riessed it in a Montreal factory.
our local smithy A workman sat in front of ·a maperforming what appeared to me chine holding a long rod or. handle
at that time most wonderful feats, which terminated in a pair of jaws
and I recall that he called the which held the metal blank. The
frame which held the oxen a sheering blade was set at • slight'sling,' so named, I suppose, be- angle, so that when the bla1;1k was
cause the ox had to be slung up placed under it. the part cut off was
until his feet cleared the floor, a little wider at one end than at
and in that helpless condition he the other. The blank was then
was unable to kick, In fact, that turned the other wise up and anwas the only way he could be shod. other nail cut off. The nails were
· * *
passed through another machine
"THE FRAME THAT HELD which stamped heads on them.
the ox was a strong wooden affair,
*. *
· lonJ enough and wide enough to
THAT
M E TH OD
WA S
hold the ox in a safe and secure thought to be a marvel of effiposition, and when shoes were to ciency. What would be thought now
be. attached a wide and strong strip of a process in which a workman
of rawhide leather with its ends had to .make a set of separate moattached · to strong wooden rollers tions for each nail made? Later
was slipped underneath the belly steel was substituted for iron in
of Mr. Ox and in some way by the manufacture of nails, making
the use of levers operated by a man the nails lighter and stroi:iger.
on either side of the frame the ox Those were known . as cut nails,
was raised from the floor and in and such nails were used in the
that position he was helpless. Then, construction of all the older build~resto ! on went the steel shoes.
ings in Grand Forks. Cut nails
* *
had rough edges and many metal
"AT THAT TIME MACHINE- slivers were mixed with them,
ma4e shoe-nails were unknown. I the ref ore handling them was not
recall how ou·r local smith'- would always pleasant. Wire nails, such
heat a bar of nail steel to the pro- as are now . used, are of very moper degree .and proceed to· strike dern development.
off those shoe-nails, and I recall
* .* ·
that he always made just thrQe of IN OUR HOUSE THERE· WAS
them at one heating of the ,teel. one nail, .hand-made, of course,
That was · .c onsidered quite a feat which· had done duty for many
o~ _.,kill, as the average smith ould years. It was a mop nail, used t<;>
mak• but two 'before re-he ting. hold a mop-rag on · the end of a
I wonder if ·there 11 a ·black mith mop-handle. It was a · short, rather
in Grand Forks today who could thick spike with ~ flat head about
do even- that."
one inch in diameter. When the
mop-handle broke, or the old ra
MR. STEVE;NS' LETTER DES- wore out, the nail was extracte
cribe$ quite. accurately the ox-sling carefully and driven through a ne
that
recall, and .the name 'sling' rag into the end of a.. new handle
co
back · to me as he repeats it. and it worked perfectly. For al
N
only were horse-shoe nails I know . to the contrary that ol
made by hand ~n the manner des- nail is doing duty somewhere yet

l

*

*

*

*

* *

*

THE OTHER DAY I MEN- A SOMEWHAT SIMILAR CASE
tioned Mark Twain as the author was reported in London some years
ago. A guard was maintained conof the statement .about the bene- stantly at the foot of a certain
fit of fleas to a stairway. One of the guards, being
dog.. I have bee~ questioned, knew only that he had
remmded . that i orders to stand guard there during
was ~avi~ Jfar- certain hours each day, and orders
uTm ~n nho
a~ were orders. Why he was there he
~nwo~e~n~~~li~fo~ili~
that famous re- once upon a time a king had asmark, and now cended that stair, and the orders
that I have fbe~~ to keep a guard at the foot had
reminded O
i ' never been revoked.
I remember that
*
*
this is correct. GOVERNMENT JOBS HAVE A
Funny how a fel- tendency to become perpetual.
l~w g~ts those' There are now in the making sevbits twisted. ~n- eral fine jobs in Washington. The
other
quotati~n city is suffering a plague of star~hose au~horship lings which roost in the trees at
I never did have night and by their ceaseless chatlimerick:
tering keep people awake. All
wish that my room had a floor! sorts of methods for getting rid
h
for a door
of them have been tried, without
d 't
on so muc care
'
success. The latest plan is to keep
But this crawling around
the birds so disturbed that they 1
without touching the ground
will leave, and for that purpose
Is getting to be quite a bore.
fifty ~en are now employed at 40
cents an hour to stand under the
I never s~w that b~t once before, trees where starlings congregate
and then it w8:s given _as some- and rattle tin cans full of pebbles.
thing the President Wilson h~d If a custom that has been not at
written while being tossed a?out .m all uncommon is followed, even
a rough sea on the presidential though the starlings have disapyacht.
peared, there should be a platoon
of tin-can-rattlers in Washington
THE LIN E S APPEAR TO during the next several generahave been published in the New tions. ·
York Times Book Review as writ~'
*
+h
W. J. PORTER, 402 SOUTH
ten
by
a
British
author
about
~
e
Fourth
street,
sends
me a copy of
I cupola of his house on the island
a little advertising magazine callof Zanzibar but a correspondent
·says that the real author is Gelett ed "Chaff" dated January, 1894.
The inside pages are filled with
· Burgess, and cites collections in stock material, jokes and more or
' which the limerick is published. less humorous verses, illustrated,
Probably both President Wilson
,
.
b red but the publication is interesting
, and the British author remem e
now because its real purpose was!
' the lines and ~uoted t~em :3-s ap- the advertising of Diamond flour,
plicable to their pecuhar circum- manufactured by the North Dakota
stances.
Milling Company, which had re* * *
cently taken possession of what is
NOT LONG AGO A GOVERN- now the Russell-Miller property in
ment official in a continental Eur- Grand Forks. The other three adopean country-I have forgotten vertisers are F. R. Fulton & Co.
which-noticed a guard standing at bonds, the Grand Forks National
a certain spot where there seem- bank and the Grand Forks wooled to be nothing to guard but a en mills. The Fulton company was
little patch of weeds. He asked succeeded by c: C. Gowran & Co.
the man why he was there, and The. Grand Forks National suscould get no information other pended in 1896. The woolen mill in
than that the guard had been or- 1894 occupied an old building a
dered there, and there he was. ' At block or two n_orth of the Northern
suitable. hours he was relieved. The Pacific station and later built its
official was curious. and, going to own building immediately opposite
the department which had charge the station.
· of such matters,. found a standing
;i.
*
order for a guard at that spot, but
THE MAGAZINE CAME ENno one could explain why. Deter- closed. in the envelope which was
mined to clear up the mystery the evidently intended for it originally,
official searched through docu- for it bears a copy of a picture
ments until he discovered that which hls Since become known all
years ago a queen, long since dead, over the world, that of the colorhad planted a flower at that spot ed chef with his bo~l of Cream
and had ordered a guard to be of Wheat. That cereal was then
stationed over it to see that it was manufactured by the North Dakonot disturbed. The occasion for the ta Millihg company in Grand Forks
guard had long since disappeared, and the company was making a (
but the guard remained year after desperate struggle to popularize its
year.
product.

*

I

*

* *

*

*

TODA Y'S COLUMN WILL BE
devoted
principally to "Annie
Laurie, • and the background and
associations
of
the old song. I
have found that
many readers are
interested in the
subject, and several have volunteered
information
concerning
it. First, I have
from H. C. Rowland the following brief account
of the song: "Annie Laurie" was
a re a 1 person,
b o r n in 1 6 8 2,
W. P. D'lvies daughter of Sir
Robert Laurie. The words were
written by William Douglass as a
tribute to Annie's beauty and an
expression of his devotion to her.
His original words, for the first
two stanzas only, were in Scotch
dialect, which have been rendered
in the common version here printed. The music was written in 1847
by Lady John Scott who it is said,
but not authoritatively, also wrote
the words for the third stanza."

* * *

spirit of the original, has refinement of diction and figure more in
keeping with present day &tandards. It is simple, artistic, sublime, beautiful and bids fair to
charm generations in the future as
it has untold numbers in the past."

* * *

REV. W. MURRAY ALLAN
adds to the above information that
the song was written in 1680, and
that Annie Laurie was marrie
ultimately to the Laird of Craig
darroch. The author of the origi
nal lines was Douglas of Fingland
and not of Finland, as the nam
appears in a song book of mine.

*

* *

REV. DR. J. G. MOORE, WHO
is just leaving for Texas, encloses
a little booklet which he obtained
last year at Glendale, California,
describing the two churches, the
"Wee Kirk O' the Heather," and
the "Little Church of the Flowers,"
which grace the grounds of the
Forest Lawn Memorial park at
Glendale. The first of these is a
replica of the church in Scotland
where Annie Laurie worshiped and
in whose churchyard she is buried.

* * *

IN THE STORY OF ANNIE
Laurie the facts are given substantially as quoted above. The booklet, however, gives the date of Annie's birth as 1682, and if this is
correct the song must, of course,
have been written close to the end
of the century. The booklet says
the Annie's father refused to sanetion her marriage to Douglass unless Douglas, who belonged to a
hostile clan, would renounce his
clan and king, which Douglass refused to do.

FOUR YEARS AGO DR. JAMES
Grassick published a little booklet
' entitled "A Song and a Story," in
which appeared the following:
"There is perhaps no song in our
1 language that has held the boards
for so many years as 'Annie
' Laurie. Two centuries, and more,
have passed since it was written
and it has lost nothing in charm
or popularity in the years. Annie
L was one of the four daughters of
Sir Robert Laurie of Maxwelton
* ~: *
and hence the reference: 'Maxwel- T HE O L D G LE N C A I R N
ton's Braes are bonnie.' She had a church in Dumfriesshire in which
' lover named William Douglas Annie was baptized is in ruins, but
whose attentions she did not en- through the co-operation of Charles
courage. He took the repulse so G. Dawes, then American ambasrhard that he enlisted, was sent to sador to Great Britain, and the arFlanders and there slain in battle. chitect of ancient and historic
It is said that when found he held monuments in Scotland, a faithful
in his hand a lock of his sweet- reproduction was built at Glendale
heart's hair. Be that as it may, itl in 1929. In the forefront of the
is well known that about the end church is the Annie Laurie wishing
of the 17th century he wrote the chair, which is constructed of the
song that has placed the name of very stones which were in the alAnnie Laurie among the immor- tar of the old kirk. It is said that
tals. Curiously enough it is not the fairies have blessed these stones,
words that he wrote that we now and that good fortune will follow
sing. As a matter of interest a the bride and groom who sit in
stanza of the original is here given: the chair on their wedding day
:'- * *
hand in hand and repeat the verse
'She's bracket like the peacock,
on the tablet. The verse is in old
She's breisted like a swan,
Scotish dialect, but the following
She's jimp around the middle, is a modern version:
Her waist ye well nicht span,
Her waist ye wee! micht span, An Dressed in our best and all alone,
she has a rolling e'e,
We sit within the Wishing Chair
An' for bonnie Annie Laurie, Which bodes success for everyone
I'd lay me doon an' dee.'
Exchanging bridal kisses there.

*

* * *

"THIS IT WILL BE OBSERVED
has crudities that unfit it for use
today and to Lady John Scott we
are indebted for the form in which it
now appears. The new version, al· though retaining all the feeling and

* *

* * *

AMONG THE TREASURES I
the church are the actual commu
nion tokens touched by the hand
of Annie Laurie more than
years ago, her portrait and
will.

THE LITTLE BOOKLET MEN- pound to every man, woman and
tioned in this column describing the child in the state and then there
"Wee Kirk o' the Heather," in the would be a lot left over.
Glendale, California cemetery, contains also a de- - PERSONS WHO ARE SPENDscription of the ing their first winte:r in North Da..
companion "Little kota are inclined to be skeptical
Church of t h e about the stories of storms and cold
Flowers" on the weather which they hear. Old-tims am e beautiful ers grin and wait. If the mild
grounds. This weather continues much longer we
edifice is a replica shall be told that the season is a
of
the
village record-breaker for mildness, which
church at Stoke it isn't. We have had much milder
Poges, England, Decembers, and·on New Year's day,
where the poet 1889, several baseball games were
Gray wrote his played in the state, and Grand
"Elegy." Except Forks young men of fashion went
for the fact that calling on horseback, w~aring linen
its tower has been dusters. The weather man has to
removed, t h e go some these days to match what
~ .
Davies
church at Stoke he has given us in any sort of exPoges has the treme in some former year.
·
same appearance today as when
*
Gray meditated there in the eight- A WEEK BEFORE THE RE.. eenth century. Services are still cent election the Walhalla Moun. conducted there regularly. Gray is taineer analyzed editorially the
buried within the shadow of its election figures from the · 1932 priwalls, and there, also, are the mary and the fall election of that
l tombs of the Penns, family of Wil- year, as well as those of the pri, liam Penn, founder of the state of mary election of 1934 and came out
. Pennsylvania. A communion table, with the flat statement that Moodie
hallowed with age, was sent by its should win by 18,890 votes, and Edivicar to the California church, tor Larson was razzed unmericifulwhere it is now in use.
ly for his prediction. Moodie' s
* ~
plurality, as reported by the canJVST AS A REMINDER, THE vassing board, was 17,389, and Larfirst wireless signal ever sent son wants to know what he beL across the ocean was sent just 33 come of the odd 1,501 votes.
He
years ago. It was on December 17, likes exactness in these matters.
1901, that Gugliemo Marconi, then In his ''Leaning Tower" column in
27 years old, waited anxiously at the Mountaineer he says:
St. John's Newfoundland, for the
* * *
signal that was to come to him HERE THEY COME DASHING
from his assistant in England. His out with their figures on the govreceiving apparatus was attached ernorship race without even con, to a kite which held the antenna suiting me as to what the correct
aloft. Shortly after noon came the margin of victory for Moodie
. three dots of the letter "S," the sig.. should be. I informed more than
nal agreed on, and the signal was a month ago that he would have
recognized at intervals during the a majority of 18,890 and those felafternoon. It was one of the mar- lows out there come out with a set
vels of the age. Today wireless showing him to have a margin of
r messages are
transmitted across 17,389-1,501 off from my figure. I
the Atlantic at the rate of 200 haven't had time to check mine
words a minute, and the sound of over yet but will get at it some
. the human voice is reproduced dis- day if I find they are right I certinctly over much greater distances. tainly will see what can be done
* * *
about it.''
THE STATE OF MASSACHUsetts has just received from the
DR. DAFOE, THE NORTHERN
. federal government a gift of six Ontario doctor who assisted at the
~ million pounds of cabbage, and it birth of the famous
quintuplets
doesn't quite know what to do with and has been responsible for their
such a C~ristmas present.
The care si.n ce their birth, is one of the
shipment was sent to Massachu- comparatively few persons who;
setts through an error in the of- thrust suddenly into a conspicuous
fices of the Surplus Commodities position, have been bale to go about
corporation in Washington.
Two their work calm~y and serenely
3 hundred and twenty-six cars were without having their heads turned
, required for the transportation of by publicity. Visiting Washington
tllat enormous shipment. While recently he enjoyed the sights, but
the shipme:p.t is addressed to the he avoided making a spectacle of
relief agencies of Massachusetts, it himself, which is what many celebcontains enough cabbage to give a rities have failed to do.
, - ... -------~~---

* *

*

* *

*

* * *

l

PURSUANT TO A CUSTOM child-like faith then, no poetry, no
now several years old, and which romance to make tolerable this
has given satisfaction to ~any ~xistence. We s.hould have no en. .
. wyment, except m sense and sight.
am repubhshmg, as m The eternal light with which childother Christmas hood fills the world ~ould -be exseasons, the fa- tinguished.
mous reply of the
* * *
New York Sun to "NOT BELIEVE IN SANTA
the question of Claus! You might as well not beone of its little 1 ueve in fairies! . You might get
girl readers: "Is 1 your papa to h1r~ men to watch
t h e r e a San-Jin all the chimneys on Christmas
ta Claus?" The eve to catch Santa Claus, but even
article has been if they did not see Santa Claus
copied more oft- coming down, what would that
en,
I
suppose, prove? . Nobody sees Santa Claus,
than any other but that is no sign that there is no
e d i t O r i a 1 ever Santa Claus. The most real things
published, and it in the world are those that neither
is as fresh today children nor men can see. Did
W. P. o,vtes.
as on the day you ever see fairies dancing on the
when it was written. Sometime in lawn? Of course not, but that's no
September, 1897, the editor of the proof that they _are not. the~e. NoNew York Sun received the follow- body can conceive or 1magme all
ing letter:
the wonde~s there are unseen and
Dear Editor:-! am 8 years old. unseeable m the world.
Some of my little friends say there
is no Santa Claus. Papa says 'If "YOU TEAR APART THE
you see it in the Sun it's so.' Please baby's rattle and see what makes
tell me the truth, is there a Santa the noise inside, but there is a veil
Claus?
covering the unseen world which
-Virginia O'Hanlon.
not the strongest man, not even
The editor turned the letter over the united strength of all the
to his assistant, Francis P. Church, strongest men that ever lived,
,and asked him to answer it. Church could tear apart. Only f~ith, poetry,
is said to have been not very en- love, romance, can push aside that
thusiastic over the assignment at curtain and view the picture the
first, but presently he got into the supernal beauty and glory beyond.
spirit of it and wrote the following Is it all real? Ah, Virginia, in all
. reply, which was published in the this world there is nothing else real
Sun on September 21, 1897:
and abiding.

* * *

* "f* OUR
* LITTLE
"VIRGINIA,
friends are wrong.
They have
been affected by the skepticism of
a skeptical age. They do not believe except they see. They think
that nothing .can be which is not
comprehensive
by
their
little
minds. All minds, Virginia, whether they be men's or children's, are
little. In this gl"eat universe of
ours man is but a mere insect, an
ant, in his intellect, as compared
with the boundless . world about
him, as measured by the intelli• gence capable of grasping the
whole of truth and knowledge

*

* *

"YES, VIRGINIA, THERE IS A
Santa Claus. He exists as certainIy as love and generosity and de, votion exist, and you know that
they abound and give to your life
its highest beauty and joy. Alas!
how dreary would be the world if
there were no Santa Claus!
It
would be as dreary as if there were
no Virginias. There would be no

* *

* THANK
"NO SANTA CLAUS!
God! he lives, and he lives forever.
A thousand years from now, Virginia, nay, ten thousand times ten
thousand years from now, he will
continue to make glad the heart of
childhood."

* * *

TO WHICH I APPEND THE
comment made some years ago:
· Wbat an answer! It brushes
aside the inconsequential fictions
of materialism and goes right to
the heart of the subject. Like a
fresh, clean breeze, · it dissipates
the mists of misunderstanding and
permits the truth to .s hine forth,
clear and distinct. It gives faith
something on which it can take
hold and discloses to us a meaning in life independent of the trappings in which we sometimes dress
it up. It shows the perplexed parent a way in which childish que,stions may be answered, and it may
help to clear away some of the difficulties of the parent himself.
~ ~ - ~ · - " •' '

r
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THE INQUIRY AS TO THE ·years on the Douglas estate and
1authorship of "Annie Laurie" has has visited many times Maxwelton,
released a volume of information, the home of Sir Robert Laurie. His
reminiscent and romantic. To this many stories of his life there, had a·
Mrs. R. M. Car- never ending interest in the childson of Cavalier hood of myself and my sisters and
makes a contri- brothers."
bution today. The
* *
story which she WHILE WE ARE ON THE SUBgives of the writ- ject of poetry, here is a verse writing of the poem ten by John D. Rockefeller:
is substanti a 11 y
that which has "I was early taught to work as well
been told before,
as play;
with a variation My life has been one long, happy
as to the S'Ubse
holiday.
quent career of Full of work, full of playWilliam Douglas I dropped the worry on the way( or Douglass, as And God was good ,to me every
the name is spellday."
ed differently in
*
Davies
different publicaAS
LITERATURE
THOSE
. tions.) A personal touch gives lines may not take high rank, but ,
Mrs. Carson's letter additional in- at least they have the merit that 1
terest. Quoting Mrs. Carson:
the reader has no difficulty in un* *
derstanding what the writer means.
"MR. H. V. MORTON IN HIS That is more than can be said for
i book 'In Scotland Aga1.·n· tells the some of the futuristic stuff which
story of the song 'Annie Laurie' has been labeled poetry, whose outI which he says is perhaps the most standing characteristic is its inpersonal love song in the world. comprehensibility, to the reader,
English people, many of whom and probably to the author.
think it was written by Burns,
* ,~
should know that it was penned
MR. ROCKEFELLER'S LINES
to Miss Annie Laurie (who, by the form part of an exhibit in the octoway figures in Burk's Peerage as genarian's corner of the poetry cen-,
the daughter of Sir Robert Laurie) ter which has been established .on
by a fiery young soldier, William the forty-fourth floor of the R. C.
Douglas, of Fingland, a scion of the A. building at Rockefeller center,
Douglasses of Mo·r ton Castle.
New York.
That section is de* * *
voted to the works of poets over 80
''HE RETIRED FROM THE years old. Among the others reprearmy about 1694 and settling down sented there are Edwin Markham
at Fingland, he fell in Jove with and Robert Underwood Johnson,
Annie Laurie. Tradition has it who should feel honored by finding
that Annie Laurie did not object to' themselves in such company.
Douglas as a lover; but her parents
*
I
, did. They chose the old fashioned
THE LINER GEORGE WASH- 1
'1method of locking her up in a room ington left New York the other
until she promised to jilt him. This day for European ports with more
; she did. But instead of 'laying him than a million pounds of Christmas
doon to <iee' William Douglas elop- ail. This shipment,~carried in 22,ed witl'l, and married Miss Eliza- 041 sacks, is the largest consignbeth Clerk of Glendorch, Lanark, ment of holiday mail to leave New
and soon afterwards Annie Laurie ork since 1929 when the same ship
married Alexander Ferguson of left port with 28,000 sacks of mail,
Craigdarroch, These are the lov- the largest shipment on record.
, ers whoS'e by no means deathless Several large mail shipments from
passion has gone round the world. overseas have already arrived, and
* * *
others are on the way. It is be"BUT IT IS NOT TO DOUGLAS lieved that records for incoming
that we owe the popularity of the mail will also be broken.
sang. Lady John Scott of Spottist wood, rewrote it and set it ta mu- I SUPPOSE NO CHRISTMAS
1 sic, giving it instant popularity. It S'ang has wider appeal than "Silent
is one of the curiosities of litera- Night," which has a place on every
r ture that three immortal songs Christmas progrr..m. It is still a joy
should have been written by three to 'hear Schumann-Heinck sing it,
- Scotsmen, all of whom concealed and it makes a wonderful appeal to
their authorS'hip for years. 'The childhood. A few years ago about
, Flowers of the Forest' was written 100 boys were given a holiday dinby Jean Elliot of :Minto, and "Auld ner by a group of their elders in a
Robin Gray" by Lady Anne Bar- local hotel.
Entertainment had
nard, to fit, as she confesses, a been and they joined lustily in a
naughty tune.
number of rollicking songs.
At
-*
length someone suggested that the
"MY FATHER, THE LATE MR. boys themselves choose the next
George Lindsay, and who l,ived for song. "All right," said the song
some years with me at Bathgate, leader. -"Boys, what would you like
No. Dak., was tutor to Sholto, Lord to, sing?" With practically one
Douglas, the grandfather of the voice those boys called for "Silent
present Lord Douglas of M·orton Night," and they sang it beautifulCastle. My father spent many ly.

I

*

* *

*

*

* *
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* * *

* *

ONE OF THE GRANDEST OF
the Christmas hymns is that which
begins ''Joy to the world, the Lord
has come.'' While these words are
sung to several
tunes, the one
m o s t commonly
used, and which
seems most appropriate, is "Antioch," for in that
the jubilant spirit
of the w o r d s
seems to be appropria t e 1 y expressed by the
equally j o Y o u s
characte~ of the
music. E v e r Y
. s i n g e r learns
quite early that
"A n t i o c h" is ,
marked by the peculiarity that its
first eight notes begin at the top
of the scale and run through consecutively to the bottom, a peculiarity which I do not recall in any
other .· tune.

tion," which I have sometimes
heard sung so fast as to create the
fear that the foundation, no matter
how firm, might be in danger of
being shaken to pieces. Still another set of words which I recall
hearing sung to this tune in my
boyhood had one stanza which
closed with the words "For the
faithful true witness will never deceive." I c~n't remember the rest
of it, nor can I find it in any collection now available.

The tune to which those words
. are sung is known as ''Adeste
Fideles," and several other hymns
are sung to the same tune, which
is also known often as the Portuguese hymn.

Shee ·g ave to eche his dole of mete,
She stowed them fayrlie in,
And far shee flew, and faste shee
flew,
A d came to Bethlehem.
n

I

1

*

*

*

HOW DID THE STORK COME
to be associated with the birth of
babies? There . are many legends
embodied in this, one of which is
embodied in verses found on the
fly-leaf of a 16th century prayer
book. A copy has been given me
by H. C. Rowland, of the University music department. It w·m be
ob.served tpat the English spelling
of Shakespeare's time diffe:red materially from that of the present
day. Following are the verses,
with the spelling ~ in the original:
* * *
* ~
~
A N O T H E R CHRISTMAS
THE STORKE.
hymn, equally appropriate and
equally popular, is:
The storke shee rose on Christmas
"0 come., all ye faithful,
Eve
Joyful and triumphant,
And sayed unto her broode
0 come ye, 0 come ye to
"I nowe must fare to . Bethlehem
Bethlehem.''
'ro , viewe the sonne of God."

*

*

*

IT APPEARS THAT THIS
tune is not of .Portuguese origm,
but that it ' derives this name from
the fa-ct that it was · sung, if not
r originally, at least at a very early
date, in the Portuguese chapel in
l Lend.on.
In a list of "songs that
live forever" ~elected · by Madame
Schumann Hemk for a popular calendar is · given the following ac, count:

"Nowe where is Hee of David's
lynne?,"
Shee asked at house and halle,·
"Hee is not here,' ' the·y . spake
hardlye,
"But in the Manger stalle."

Shee. found Hym in _the Manger
talle
s.
'
With that most Holye Mayde.
*
The gentyle storke shee wept to see
"THIS GE.AND OLD HYMN The Lord so rud~ly layde.
('Adeste Fideles') is of unknown
origin and ·date. It is said by some Then frorn her panting breast shee
authorities to come from an Italian
plucke
hymn of the thirteenth century. The fethers whyte and warm;
The earliest known text is at Shee strewed them in the Manger
Stonyhurst college .and was . made
bed
·
in 1751 by John Francis Wade, a To· keep the Lord from ·harm.
· priest. The tune is generally as·
cribed to John Reading, though "Nowe blessed, be the gentil storke
there were. three John Readings Forevermore," quothe 'Hee,
of the same p'e riod, all of them "For that shee saw my sadde esorganists. One of ·them probably
tate
wrote it. The hymn was first sung And showed such Pytye.,,
as early as 1797 in the Portuguese
'" chapel, London. Its stirring move- "Full welkum shal shee ever bee
ment makes it a general favorite." In hamlet and in halle,
And called henceforth the Blessed
ONE HYMN SUNG TO THE
Byrd,
· same tune is "How Firm a Founda- And friend of babyes alle." '

* *.

* *

*

MRS. I. V . . DE SA UTE LS,
(mother of Mrs. John Nuss), 412
North Fifth street, has a brother,
~~ev. T. A. Desr
.. v· '") r::l. ~ "'ecently r r: ti.,.. e d
• ····=·=·:::::::
fron .. '."',., V8$l"S ac::\:)::::://:::::::\:/11 ·".1.ve service as a
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ern Ontario. He
has . been station·
··t~H
d t St Ann's
:·..t-. ··.j\:~f
eh
a h a· t
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c urc
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tf
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.
ury, vn . , no ar
from the home of
the little Dionne
qui?tuple.ts. 1:he
region 1s wild,
r~cky, and ~lm~st
w1t_hou t white i.nDaviea ·
habitants except m
the scattered mining centers, and
·during the years of hi~ . service
Father Desautels has visited the
members of his flock, in winter by
dog team and .in summer by canoe,
ministering to their wants and
instructing them in the knowledge
of the Great Spirit.
·::=:=:=:-:..../
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ous. He has been in retirement
only a short time, and is already
·feeling restive in idleness. To a
ft.,iend he said recently "When sum:ner comes I'll take my canoe and
:o back to my people. I hav~ spent
~1e best years of my life with them,

* * *

DURING HIS · LONG RES!dence among the Indians Father
Desautels has become familiar
with their language, their history
and their tribal traditions, and he
finds among the latter many parallels with Bible narratives. The
Indians tell of the first man and
first woman who lived in a beaut iful valley and were expelled because t~ey sinned, and bec.aus: of
this their desce1:dants a~e require~
t? struggle for hfe 8:nd its .n.ecess.ibes. ~nother of. ~hei: traditions is
r of punishment b,emg imposed upon
the people for. their sius in 'Yhich
' all but a chosen few were destroy· ed in a great flood which covered
the earth. The chosen few were
ordered to build a great boat and
in this they survived the flood.

think . that we have plenty of clubs.
Some go so far asthto syayt that we
are clubbed to dea .
e Fred L.
Goodman has the temerity to suggest another. Listen to what he
says:

* * *

"IN THESE DAYS OF CLUBS,
clubs and clubs-Rotary, Kiwanis,
Lions, etc., ad infinitum, I wonder
if it is prima f acie evidence of insanity on my part to suggest another. Our club rosters take care of
nearly all classes save one, and that
is the ones living in that T~ilight
Zone following the completion of
the allotted three score and ten
years.

* * *

"MY SUGGESTION IS THAT WE
form a Twilight Club, limit the
members to those who have passed
-the three score and ten mark, meet
twice a month for lunch, bar the
discussion of politics, religion, the
N ~w Deal, Economics, and eve.ry!hmg that smacks of com~erc1alis~, welco~e at .our meetmg all
~oJourner~ m the ci~y who can qualify .as to age, 8:nd Just s:pend a. fine
social hour, with the kids neither
seen nor heard.
"WHILE *
I HAVE *THE FLOOR,
I should like to nominate as our
first President, that much loved oldtimer, Dr. J. Grassick. Is there a
second to the motion?"

*

* *

*

I SECOND THE NOMINATION
of Dr. Grassick. All in favor will
say "aye." Carried. Now for secretary treasurer, not that there will
be much to do in either capacity, I
* * *
nominate Fred L. Goodman, and
IN THESE AND OTHER TRA- when somebody seconds the nomiditions which Father Desaultels has nation I'll call for a vote.
found among his primitive parish* * *
.. oners there is such close correspondIF IT HAD BEEN PROPOSED
l ence with biblical stories as to point that the Twilight club try to inaug3 to a common origin and to l~nd sup- urate anything, or reform anything,
port to the belief that the Indians or do anything in particular, I
:1 came to this continent from Asia, should have fought shy of it.
But
crpssing Bering strait, and that on the platform framed by · Mr.
t lll!\PY of the beliefs 'now common Goodman, .I can see in it real pos- among them were brought from dis- sibilities. I'm wondering, though,
_ tant homes by their ancestors.
if those within the twilight zone
* *
may not find meetings once a month
FATHER DESAUTELS IS 68 about frequent enough.
Those
years old, speaks 30 Indian Ian- months . roll around pretty rapidly
guages fluently, and is stiU vigor- when one. has passed seventy.

*

FOR MANY PERSONS CHRISTmas would lose some of its flavor
without that classic of the season,
"The Night Before Christmas."
That little poem
has d e 1 i g h t e d
h u n d r ed s of
thousands of children and it has
been treasured in
the hearts of
those who have
c o m e to h av e
children of their
own. Its author,
Clement
Clarke
Moore, was born
in New York in
1799 and died at
Newport, R. I., in
1 8 6 3. H e w a s
W. P. D~v1es. graduated from
Columbia in 1804, and for twentyfive years served as a professor
in New York General Theological
seminary, occupying the chair of
Biblical Learning and later changing to that of Oriental and Greek
Literature. He published ,a volume of poems and was the author
of theological treatises. Like the
creator of "Alice" and inventor of
her amazing and amusing adventures, this teacher of serious subjecte if. now known and remembered for an achievement of an
entirely different type, a bit of
verse which he probably regarded
as of no consequence, but which is
I known and loved the world over.
It has become my custom to pub;, lish that little poem sometimes
during the Christmas season, and
here it is again:

With a little old driver so lively
and quick
I knew in a moment it must be St.
Nick.
More rapid than eagles his coursers they came,
And he whistled and shouted and
called them by name.
"Now Dasher! and Wancer! now
Prancer and Vixen!
On, Comet! on Cupid! on Donder
and Butzen!
To the top of the porch, to the top
of the wall!
Now dash away, dash away, dash
away all!"
As dry leaves that before the wild
hurricane fly,
When they meet with an obstacle,
mount to the sky,
So up to the house-top the coursers they flew,
With the sleigh full of toys, and
St. Nicholas, too.
And then in a twinkling I heard
on the roof
The prancing and pawing of each
little hoof.
As I drew in my head and was
turning around,
Down the chimney St. Nicholas
came with a bound.
He was dressed all in fur from his
head to his foot,
And his clothes were all tarnished
with ashes and soot;
A bundle of toys he had flung on
his back,
And he looked like a peddler just
opening hie pack;
His eyes, how they twinkled; his
dimples how merry!
His cheeks were like roses, his
nose like a cherry;
* *
His droll little mouth was drawn
THE NIGHT BEFORE CHRISTup like a bow,
MAS.
And the beard on his chin was as
,.
white as the snow.
night before Christmas, The stump of a pipe he held tight
when all through the house
in his teeth,
a creature was stirring, not And the smoke it encircled his head
even a mouse;
like a wreath.
stockings were hung by the He had a broad face and a little
chimney with care,
round belly
In hopes that St. Nicholas soon That shook when he laughed like
would be there.
a bowl full of jelly.
The children were nestied all snug He was chubby and plum,-a right
in their beds,
jolly old elf;
While
visions
of sugar-plums And I laughed when I saw him, in
danced in their heads;
spite of myself.
And mamma in her kerchief and I A wink of his eye and a twist of
in my cap,
his head
Had just settled our brains for a Soon gave me to know there was
long winter's nap,nothing to dread•
When out on the lawn there arose He spoke not a word, but went
such a clatter,
straight to hie work,
I sprang from my bed to see what And filled all the stockings, then
was the matter.
turned with a jerk,
Away to the window I flew like a And laying his finger .aside of his
flash,
nose,
Tore open the shutters and threw And giving a nod, up the chimney
up the sash.
·
he rose.
The moon on the breast of the He sprang to his sleigh, to his team
new fallen snow
gave a whistle,
Gave a lustre of midday to objects And away they all flew like the
below;
down of a thistle;
When what to my wondering eyes And I heard him exclaim, ere he
should appear,
drove out of sight,
a miniature sleigh and eight "Happy Christmas to all, and to all
tiny reindeer,
a good-nia:ht.'_' ....,._--~-
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"A NEW DEAI.,. IN LIQUOR, A
Plea for Dilution," is the · title of
a book off the press of Doubleday
N~w York. Its author is
Professor Y ande 11 Henderson,
for many years a
member of the
faculty o:f Yale,
and now prof essor of applied
· physiology ·at that
university. Pr ofessor Henderson
proposes ·v ,hat he
believes to be that
only correct solution of the liquor
problem.
So
m an y "perfect"
solutions of this
Davies
problem h a v e
been presented that the presentation of another is apt to be re! ceived with some skepticism, but
Professor Henderson's scientific
standing is such as to warrant attention to conclusion which he
reached from the standpoint of ·his
own specialty. The writer's credentials include not only the· record
of long and successful college experience, but the fact that he is
recognizeH. as an outsta~ding authority on toxicology., that pe developed the system of ventilatipn
which has made safe the vehicular
. tunnels under the Hudson river,
that he developed the system of
treatment now gener~lly accepted
, poisoning, and that he has been for
· as the best in cases of monoxide
years an expert consultant for several departments of the United
, States governm,nt.

I

* *

*
PROFESSOR HENDERSON
APpl'i,aches the subject of liquor legislation from the standpoint of the
1 physiologist and toxicologist.
As a
result of extended investigation he
recommends a system the essentials
of which are summarized in thi
· paragraph:

* * *

"T}lE COST OF A LICENSE
for a beer tavern should be low, a
, a license to sell spirits should be
mere registration fee. The cost of
high, as high as the traffic will
bear, If it proves impracticable
I to eonfine the sale of spirits to
1 package stores and state dispen. sarles, restaurants should be lil ' censed to · sell liquors up to 15 per
cent of alcohol in the form of bot. tled highballs and mild cocktails.
In several states this form of Ii, cense has been adopted~"
c

-1,

...... *

IN GUILDING THE READER
to- these · conclusions the book
traces the development of, the
· American habit of drinking strong
· liquors to British political exigen~ cies of 250 years ago, which caused
. the ministers of Queen Anne to disregard the difference in kind as
well as in · degree between mild and
strong alcoholic beverages and, by
imposing prohibitive duties
on
wines, stimulate the same consumption of· ardent spirits. That
policy, says the author, was ''die- .
tated by the national hatred of
France and the desire to injure her
as the hereditary enemy, as the
supporter of ,Roman Catholicism,
and as the champion of the Stuart
pretender to the English throne/'
This legislation, we are told, was
partially corrected in Britain, but ·
its evil effects were transmitted to !
the American colonies.

* CONTAINS
* * INTERTHE BOOK
esting historical data, a review of
the prohibitiori experiment in this r
/country, and citations from con- 1
gressional hearings, and in an appendix a reprint of the "Inquiry
Into the Effects of Ardent Spirits
Upon the Human Body .and Mind,''
published in 1814 by Dr. Benjamin
Rush, one of the signers of the
Declaration of Independence and
one of the outstanding figures in j
American medicine. The sub- l
stance of the whole argument ·is
that government should dtscriminwhich because of their · mildness
ate in taxation between beverages
and innocuous or beneficial and
strong spirits which in thetr natural state are always dangerous
and almost harmful.
*

* *

DR. RUSH'S TREATISE, WRITten after the fashion of more than
a century ago, contains many
homely illustrations and recommendations, and some of the ,references to practices then current
make interesting -reading in this
twentl~th century. Thus, among
the methods mentioned as cures
for fits of drunkenness is described ~
the application of cold water, and
the good doctor, without the slightest evidence of a smile, tells of the
practice of holding a drunken person under the pump and pumping
cold water over him, a method 1
which he says he had often se'e n
u~ed with excellent effect when he
WB.S a boy in Philadelphia.
The
patient, he says, usually rose and
walked off, sober and sullen, after
the use of this remedy.

...

* --~--~·
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ILLUSTRATING THE PROGress of the craving for strong
drink Dr. Rush records this · case:
"A citizen of Philadelphia, once
of a fair and sQber character,
drank toddy for _. many years, as
his constant drink. From this he
proceeded to drink grog.
After
a while nothing would satisfy him
but slings made of equal parts of
rum and water, with a little suga.T.
From slings he advat\ced to ·r aw
rum, and from common rum to
Jamaica spirits. Here he rested
for a few months, but finding even
j amaica spirits were not strong
enough to warm his stomach, he
made it· a constant . practice to
throw a table-spoonful of ground
pepper in to each glass of his spirits, in order to use his · own words,
'to take off their coldness.' He
soon after died, a martyr to his intemperance."
_ I should say that raw Jama.lea
rum and pepper would be 1ome
drink!

FOR A TIME IT SEEM~D AS
if we might have thfs year a repetition of the Christmas temperature
of last year, so rapidly did the liquid in the ther..
mom et er sink
w h e n the c o 14
w ave struck us
Satu:rday evening.
But nothin.g much
happened. It was
just snappy
Christmas weather, after all. Last
year we had not
quite the coldest
Christmas on record, but one as
cold as any. On
C h r i stmas Eve
tI:ie thermometer
dipped to 30 below zero, a temperature reached on
only one other Christmas.

* * *

THIRTY BELOW ZERO IS NOT
l an unc~mmon winter t~mperature
in this !attitude. Usually at some
time in each winter the tempera, ture will drop once or twice to that
point, or a little lower. A temperature of 40 below is exceedingly
rare, and minus 44 is the lowest
· official record for all time in this
locality. Most of our recent winters have been comparatively mild.
Last winter was a little more severe
than were the preceding two or
three. Comparing figures on oil
consumption I find that whereas
my furnace fire was started on
September 1 this year as against
!September 15 last year, up to Christ.• mas this year I had burned 100
gallons less oil than I did up to
Christmas last year.
1

of the sentence. But when I saw
the black flag over the jail an 1
heard the bell toll solemnly dong!
dong! I had a queer and u·ncomfortable feeling. Just then I could- ,
n't have been hired to commit al
murder, and there are still times ,,
when I should approach the task
with relu~tance.

* * *

NEWPORT, ONTARIO, MY
boyhood village, has broken into
print, which must be the first time
in many years. A Canadian pa per
carried a story under a Newport
date line concerning the existence
of a haunted house on, the Indian
reservation near by. The story is
that several years ago a woman
was found murdered on the reservation, and her body was taken into
a vacant house near by. Now persons passing that house at night
hear sounds of weeping and moaning, and if they have c our age
to look, instead of taking to their
heels, presently they see in a ghost..
ly light a woman standing at one
of the windows, smiling and combing her hair. It's a first class yarn,
and it may be the means of reviv- r
ing Newport, which has just one I
house left out of quite a collection.

* * *

AN INTERESTING EXPERIment was conducted in London the
other day. This was synchronization of a group of opera stars in
person and a ballet chorus, also in
person, with a large vocal .chorus
and an orchestra. The operatic
number was . a condensed · version
of "Faust." The separate features
had been re cord e d at different
times and _p laces, and the magic of
science brought them together and
* * *
blended them in a way which once
A WOMAN WAS HANGED· IN woud have been considered miracuEngland the other . day, the first lous.
woman to be ex"cuted in that coun*
*
try for several years. Inhal;)jtants EXPERIMENTS OF THIS KIND
of the town petitioned the Home are going on continually, as are ,ex, secretary to commute her sentence periments in television. The latter,
to life imprisonment. That ·official we are told, has been brought to a
reviewed the case and found no po1nt where it is entirely feasible
reason to · interfere with the sen- except that reproduction is as yet
tence <;>f the court. The petitioners too costly for ·general use. The efthen appealed to the king, who re- forts of investigators are being diferred the petition, in the regular rected to the cheapening of the pro\ order, to the Home secretary, who cess so as to bring the service with, stood pat, and ,the senterice was in the reach of the multitude. ·
carried out. The interesting fea* * *
ture of the case is that the peti- THOSE EXPERIMENTS ARE
tioners appealed for clemency, not costly~ and somebody has to adon the ground that the woman was vance money with which to pay the
innocent, or on behalf of relatives bills. If the usual course is followwho were about to be bereaved, but ed, large sums will be expended by
because the display of the black venturesome persons on projects
and the tolling of , the , bell, which will fail. Out of the · e:cp,e r1 flag
: which mark British executions, ience gained fr~m them will come
Iwould be unpleasant for the neigh- developments which will be com. bors.
.., mercially successful. Then we shall
~
*
forget all the money that has been
: I HAVE DISTINCT, AND STILL spent ·in research and all that has
shuddery recollections of that black been lost in commercial testing, and
flag and bell business. An Indian there will be the usual demand that
was hanged in our town for a clear the profits which are ultimately I
case of brutal murder. · There was possible in succe·ssful enterprises be
no question as to the righteousness limited to a starvation basis.

*

* *

1
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WHEN THE TABLE GROANed with good things at Christmas
time in colonial days it meant
something more than a quick trip
to the grocery store- or a hurried,
dash to the nearest delicatessen.
It meant that
from one end of
the colonies to
the other . households had been
preparing for the
event for days
and weeks. Eating and drinking
were among the
keenly rel i sh e d
pastimes of t h e
period. The work
of planting, garnering and preserving went on
the year around. Compared with
the assortment available today the
products of the farm were quite
limited in variety. Most luxuries
were imported from foreign co-qntries. Tea, coffee, sugar, molasses
and spices were all of foreign origin and weeks or months were required to bring them to the colonies. Natural ingenuity had plenty
of exercise in concocting palatable
dishes from native products and in
devising ways and means of preserving perishable ·foods. That the
table• were bounteously supplied in
spite of all is evidenced by more
than one record that has come
down through the decades.

tardily from across tne Atlantic,
and their first . experiment witb
them was to boil the green. beans
and then eat them. Tea remained
their favorite beverage for many
years . .

* · *OR * POMPIONS,
PUMPKINS,
. as they were named, became a
staple article of diet, and were
dried · for winter use. Bread, pant cakes,
pies and . puddings . were
made from' pumpkins, until many
of the colonists hoped that they
might never see another .pumpkin.
"Pumpkin sass" was made by boil1

ing down pumpkin rind in large
.kettles, usually ove.r an outdoor
fire until most of the water had
be.e n evaporated and there remained a thick, sweet substance which
was used as a sauce or as a spread
in lieu of butter.
·

* * *WAS MADE
"INJUN BREAD''
of yellow Indian corn meal, and
he settlers learned from the Indians how to make succotash by
cooking together beans, peas, corn
and pumpkins. Potatoes, although
native to America, were unknown
in New E.ngland until the Spaniards had taken them across the
Atlantic and they had found their
way to England and Ireland, and
thence back across the ocean to the
northern Atlantic coast of this continent. Sweet potatoes, which, of
course, are not potatoes at all, were
in common use among the Indians
of the southern colonies, and were
used to some extent .in New England. As late as 1763 one New
England farmer boasted that he
ad raised the enormous quantity
of eight bushels of Irish potatoes
in one crqp.

* * *

ACCORDING TO ONE WRITER
of the period there were found on
one Philadelphia table at Christmas "turkeys, ·ducks, hams, chicken, beef, pig, tarts, creams, custards, jellies, :tools, trifles, floating
· i81ands, sweetmeats of twenty
sorts, whipped sillibubs, fruits, raisins, almonds, pears and peaches,
with the usual accompaniment of
;beer, porter, punch and rum."

*

* *
SINCE THE EARLIEST
DAYS
in America it had been necessary

for housewives to experiment with
new and strange foods, originating
recipes, partly borrowed from the
Indians, resulting in some of the
dishes we have today. Pumpkins
and squashes were native vegetables and grew wild. Indian corn,
potatoes and certain fruits ' were
new to the colonists. They_ often
made mietakes when encountering
something new. In the early days
in America the colonists often did
not know what to do with coffee
beans, which had come to them

* CLIPPINGS
* *
AMONG MY
I FIND \
this jingle by Ogden Nash, which
I can see no harm in reprinting: I

1

* LEAVES
*
ONE FROM*ONE
TWO.
By Ogden Nash.
Higgledly, piggledy, my black hen, ...
She lays eggs for gentlemen,
entlemen come every day
To count what my black hen doth
·
lay,
[f perchance she lays too many,
They fine my hen a pretty penny;
If perchance she fails to lay,
The gentlemen a bonus pay.

r
I

Mumbledy pumpledy, my red ~ow,
She.'s co-operating now,
At first she didn't understand
That milk production must be
planned. ·
She didn't understand at first
She either had · to plan or burst,
But now the government reports
She's giving pints instead · of
quarts.

Fiddle-de-dee, my next-door net bbo·rs,
· They are giggling at theii- labors,
First. they plant the tiny. seed,
Then· they wate~, then they .weed,
Then. they hoe and prune and chop,
Then they raise a record crop,. ~
Then they laugh their sides asun- C
de~
·~
t
And plow the whole kaboodle un- ~
der.
Abracadabra, thus we learn,
The more you create,
The less you earn.
The less. you earn,
/The more , you're-.. given,
The less you- lead,
The more you're driven,
The more destroyed,
The more they feed ·
The more you pay,
The more they need,
The more· you .earn,
The less you,,. keep,
. And now I lay me down to sleep.

Iwould not exceed the decline_in• nrt-

I

"AMERICA'S MONEY TRAG- In support of' Wilson he engaged
edy" is the title of a booklet by the in joint debate in North Dakota
late Henry C. Hansbrough, publish- with Senator Mccumber, who . guped by B. G. Lubore, of Washington, ported Hughes. In 1928 he sup..
' D. C. Ai;, former ported. Smith against Hoover, and .
Senator H a n s- in 1932 he became chairman of a
brough has been so-called Republican committee 1
d e a d
several which supported
Franklin
D.
months the publi- Roosevelt.
cation of. the littie work arouses HIS WAS THE UNUSUAL EXsome curiosity as perience of a man elected to conto when and un- gress in opposition to a state politi. der what circum- cal machine to be later adopted by
stances it was that machine and sent to the Unitwritten.
In a ed States senate; to be defeated on
foreword the au- a major issue in an important camthor says that the paign and to emerge from that
publication of the defeat with another senatorial term
volume was be- safely stowed· away; of a Republi
gun immediately can who supported consistent!~
Daviea
after the presi- policies which were rejected by hi
dential election of 1932. It could party, who censured in the severes
not have been completed, therefore, terms the course of two president
long before his death.
of his party, and who was open
*
*
and ,active in his support of three
SENATOR HANSBROUGH HAD Democratic candidates for the ofa peculiar history. He was the flee of president.
first representative in congress
* * *
from North Dakota, elected' as an SE.NATO R · HANSBROUGH'S
opponent to the political combina- .booklet is involved, and makes diftion headed by Alexander McKen- ficult reading. It contains vigorzie. When the brief term of United ous denunciation of the "money
1States Senator Gilbert
A. Pierce changers" and quotes from certain
was about to expire, Hansbrough mysterious "secret circulars" which
was elected' to succeed him, and prominent bankers are said to have
his ·election at that time was sent to their correspondents away
achieved by means of McKenfie's back in 1893. It ascribes the resupport.
·
vival of business in 1890 to the sil* *
ver purchase act rathe:{' than to the
PRIOR TO AND DURING THE McKinley tariff, and the depression
campaign of 1896 Senator Han9- which began in 1893 to the repeal
brough was a vigorous supporter of of that measure rather than to the
free silver and government owner- low tariff act of that period.
ship of railways. ' An effort was
* *
,made to control the state conven- WHILE THE ARGUMENT OF
tion of 1896 in the interest of Hans- the booflet is hard to follow t~e
brough and free silver, and the fail- author's conviction that the bankure of that effort was thought to ers generally are a bad · lot and
have
ended Hansbrough's political that the eco11:omic salvation of the
1
career.
Yet the the succeeding country Jdepen<;Is on the free coin-,
state legislature re-elected him and age of both gold and silver on a
he was again elected in 1892.
full legal tender basis is unmistak* * *
able. Abandonment of the gold
AFTER HIS RETIR~MENT IN standard and deflation of the dol1909 he became severely critical of lar to 59 per cent of its former val~
President Theodore· Roosevelt · and ue in gold had not been accomof his successor, President Taft. plished when. the pamphlet was
He took no active part in the cam- written, and the commandeering
paign· of 1912, but' in· 1912 he sup- of silver and boosting of its price
ported Wilson · a~ainst Hughes, and was . also for the future.

* * *
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ENGINEERS OF THE WAR tration from nervous disorders in
department are opposed to the Mis- their varied forms. The bright,
proJ·ect on the fresh, invigorating atmosphere, toS ouri diversion
gether with the salt water bathground that its cost would be out ing, will soon put new life and
of proportion to health into· both the mental and
the benefits to be physical organizations, as is atderived from ·it. tested by hundreds who have lateThey have con- 1 reaped the benefits of • this fasidered its possi- vored spot.
bilities in relation
* SEASON
to na v i g at i o n,
"DURING THE* PAST
po w e r develop- the United States government has
ment and flood opened to settlement, under the
control, and they pre-emption, homestead and treecannot find that culture laws, over nine million
the benefits real- acres of land lying east and north
ized under any of this lake, and extending to Turone of these tie Mountain. South of the mounheads, or under tain the country is rolling prairie,
all of them to- well watered, with timber along
gether, would be the streams, and a soil of wonderworth $65,000,000. ful fertility. The rapidity with
* * *
which settlers are taking up these
ARMY ENGINEERS ARE NOT- lands is without an equal in the
ed for having single-track minds. history of the northwest.
If a thing is not set down in black
*
and white in the Articles of War,
"AT THE TERMINUS OF THE
• for them it doesn't exist. Probably road a thriving town, named "Devthey still labor under the impres- ils Lake," with a population of
sion that the Red river of the nearly seven hundred, has sprung
) North is a navigable stream. They into existence since June, 1883.
clung tenaciously to that idea for This place is also the location of
years after the last boat had dis- the new United States land office,
appeared from the river and con- enabling intending settlers to
tinued to insist that all bridges promptly obtain accurate and reacross the stream be made to liable- information at points directewing, or to rise 4>Y means of ly tributary and of easy access to
counterweights, as at Oslo, in or- the lands which they wish to se- der to permit the 'passage of bat- cure. Good stage accommodations
tleships between Climax and Joli- will be found here for visiting the
ette. Quite naturally they are un- country farther west and northable to see in such a project as west."
that proposed for North Dakota
* * *
anything other than navigation,
DEVILS LAKE WAS CONSIDpower development and flood con- ered an asset of great value by the
trol.
business men who were promoting
the building of a railroad and the
THERE ARE OTHER FEA- settlement of a state. The theraptures involved in the project which utic value of the saline waters of
at one time were believed by hard- the lake may have been over-estlheaded business men to have sub- mated, but the lake was believed
stantial value. Just a little over to have value because it was a
50 years ago the St. Paul, Minne- body of water. That value is rapapolis and Manitoba railway com- idly disappearing. It can be repany, now tht Great Northern, in- stored, but the fact does not enter
viting settlers to the territory into the calculations of the army
which its lines were opening up in engineers.
North Dakota, published in Har*
per's magazine an advertisement ANOTHER
INDUCEMENT
setting forth the advantages of held out to settlers was that the
this then virgin territory. In that territory adjacent to the lake was
advertisement occurred the follow- "well watered," with timber growing references to Devils Lake and ing along all the stteams. That
surrounding area:
item has also escaped the observa*
tion of the army engineers.
The
"LAKE MINNEWAUKAN, OR streams which were considered so
Devils Lake, Dakota, situated d.t valuable have dried up, and their
the terminus of one of the branches timber growth is doomed unlees
of the St. Paul, Minneapolis and water is provided. The army enManitoba railway, is deservedly gineers say "wait till it rians."
noted, not only on account of its Others, recognizing the probability
wonderful beauty and the combin- 1of the recurrence of periods when
ing of the pleasures derived from it does not rain, would spend some
the salt water at the seashore with money in providing means to tide
those of a quiet lake, but also as over the dry periods and to make
being specially beneficial to all permanently more livable a vast
who are suffering from rheuma- territory by the diversion of water
ttsm, dyspepsia, overwork or pros- which runs to waste every year.
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SOME WRITERS ABOUT
I DO NOT SHARE THE OPINbirds recommend placing feed ion that the absence of other birds
shelves for them just outside a win- in winter is due to ~he fact that
.the sparrows have driven the othdow. I tried that for two reason~. ers away. In the summer, even at
I thought it this distance from natural timber,
would be conven- we have robins by the score and
ient to place feed by the way they are mor; pug~
o n. t h e s h e 1f nacious than the sparrows, orioles,
through the open! blue birds wrens warblers thrashwindow instead of ers, goldflnches, 'and a nu'mber of
going
outdoors. others, notwithstanding the presAlso, I thought it ence of the sparrows.
w o u l d be pleas·
ant to watch the ·WITH THE GROUND COVERbirds at c I o s e ed with snow, and our real winter
range. It didn't just beginning, it seems absurd to
work. There was think that inside of six weeks tu.no trouble about lips may have pushed ' their green
placing the _food,, shoots above ground, but in the
but the b 1 rd s past two years my tulips have
wouldn't come. shown above the surface early in
There are only February. I have given them no
sparrows in the neighborhood in protection·, and they have not been
· winter anyway, but in spite of the injured at all by the severe freez1
. sociable-only too sociable-habits ing weather which occurred off and
of the sparrow, scarcely ever would on until they were ready to bloom.
a , bird take food from ·that shelf. The only· perceptible effect of cold
I moved the shelf to another place, weather was to retard their growth.
' and I have often seen thirty or Then, in every warm spell, they
L forty · birds trying to feed from. · it would grow a little.
· at the same time.
* *
s
* *
I AM HAVING POOR SUCCESS
e
WHY .DID THE BIRDS AVOID with hyacinths and 'narcissus. Blubs
e the shelf when it was under the were planted early in . the fall in
window? I don't know. Several expectation of having a few blos,- possible reasons have been advanc- soms for Christmas. Never a blos.- ed. One is that the birds could see som has there been. I followed the
s their own shadows reflected in the method universally recommended,
glass and were disturbed thereby. and which I have practiced in the
_ Another is that' they could see peo- past, namely, to plant the bulbs in
d ple· moving inside and took fright. pots, .k eep moist, and set in a cool
A third is that to the sparrows the place until well rooted. It _w as
- window space .represented the mys- weeks before a sign of a root apterious and unknown and · they peared, and those that have been
1- · avoided it as a matter of prudence . brought up to warmth and light are
Now they partake freely of the feed I desperately slow in growth.· At the
set before them, asking no ques- present rate of progress I should
tions, and squabbling over it as have some blossoms about next
- greedily as if they were a lot of August.
l human beings.
*
MY MOST SATI~FACTORY EXTHOSE ·WHO LIVE NEAR NAT- perience with narcissus was several
ural timber, such as that along the years ago with a lot ·of bulbs that
river, see more kind. s of birds than had been kept over after blooming
visit us who are several .blocks the preceding year. There were
away. Sparrows congregate near about two · dozen of them, and they
dwellings, but other birds prefer were a mean looking lot. Not wishthe shelter of dense timber where ing to waste labor and space by ,
.there is . usually a good deal of treating them separately I filled an
shrubbery in which they can find old dishpan with earth and plantshelter 'from the elements. And be- ed the entire lot in it. They startcause the sparrows are the only ed quickly, grew rapidly and bloomfeathered visitors we see here in ed profusely, and the mass of bloom
the winter, they are welcome, even that appeared was a sight to be1.though at times they may be pests. hold.
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